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Abstract 

Data mining in business applications has become an increasingly recognized and accepted 

area of enterprise data mining in recent years. In general, while the general principle and 

methodologies of data mining and machine learning are applicable for any business 

applications, it is often essential to develop specific theories, tools and systems for mining 

data in a particular domain such as social security and social welfare business. This necessity 

has led to the concept of social security and social welfare data mining, the focus of this 

thesis work. 

Social security and social welfare business involves almost every citizen’s life at different life 

periods. It provides fundamental and crucial government services and support to varied 

populations of specific need. A typical scenario in Australia is that it not only connects one 

third of our populations, but also associates with many relevant stakeholders, including 

banking business, taxation and Medicare. Such business engages complicated infrastructure, 

networks, mechanisms, policies, activities, and transactions. Data mining of such business is 

a brand new application area in the data mining community.  

Mining such social welfare business and data is challenging. The challenges come from the 

unavailable benchmark and experience in the data mining for this particular domain, the 

complexities of social welfare business and data, the exploration of possible doable tasks, and 

the implementation of data mining techniques in relation to the business objectives.  

In this thesis, which adopts a practice-based innovative attitude and focusses on the marriage 

of social welfare business with data mining, we believe we have realised our objective of 

providing a systematic and comprehensive overview of the social security and social welfare 

data mining. The main contributions consist of the following aspects: 

 As the first work of its kind, to the best of our knowledge, we present an overall 

picture of social security and social welfare data mining, as a new domain driven 

data mining application. 

 We explore the business nature of social security and social welfare, and the 

characteristics of social security data.  
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 We propose a concept map of social security data mining, catering for main 

complexities of social welfare business and data, as well as providing opportunities 

for exploring new research issues in the community. 

 Several case studies are discussed, which demonstrate the technical development of 

social security data mining, and the innovative applications of existing data mining 

techniques.  

The nature of social welfare is spreading widely across the world in both developed and 

developing countries. This thesis work therefore is timely and could be of important business 

and government value for better understanding our people, our policies, our objectives, and 

for better services of those people of genuine needs.   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Machine learning and data mining are increasingly used in business applications [21], and in 

particular, in public sectors [94]. A distinct public-sector area is social security and social 

welfare [121] which suffers critical business problems, such as the loss of billions of dollars 

in annual service delivery because of fraud and incorrect payments [121], [134]. People 

working in different communities are increasingly interested in “what do social security data 

show” [93] and recognize the value of data-driven analysis and evidence-based decision-

making to enhance public service objectives, payment accuracy, and compliance [101], [121]. 

Within the marriage of machine learning and data mining with public sectors, an emerging 

data mining area is the analysis of social security/welfare business and data [16]. 

Mining social security/welfare data is challenging [16] in that the data are very complex, 

involving all the major issues that are discussed in the data quality and engineering field, such 

as sparseness, behaviors, dynamics, and distribution. Key aspects contributing to challenges 

in mining social security data are many [16], e.g., 1) specific business objectives in social 

security and government objectives, 2) specific business processes and outcomes, 3) 

heterogeneous data sources, 4) interactions between customers and government officers, 5) 

customer behavioral dynamics, and 6) general challenges in handling enterprise data, such as 

data imbalance, rare events, high dimension, and so on.  

Studies on social security issues [16] started in the middle of the 20th century [30], [35]. 

Since then, many researchers have worked on different topics. The majority of research has 

been conducted from political [44], [55], [58], [60], [73], economic [7], [11], [30], [35], [67], 

[91], [95], [98], [109], sociological [58], [59], and regional [2], [10], [29], [43], [52], [60], 

[70], [75], [85], [87], [104] perspectives, compared with a much delayed effort made on the 

technical aspects [23], [64], [68], [83], [94]. The main issues involve problem analysis, 

process and policy modeling, business analysis, correlation analysis, infrastructure 

development, and emerging data-driven analysis. In contrast with the dominant fact and trend 

of policy and economy oriented studies, very limited research [23], [39], [68], [69], [103], 
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[105], [106], [107], [108], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115], [116] can be found in the 

literature on mining social security and social welfare data. 

Social security data mining (SSDM) [16] seeks to discover interesting patterns and 

exceptions in social security and social welfare data. From the data mining goal perspective, 

it aims to handle different business objectives, such as debt prevention. From the data mining 

task perspective, it involves both traditional data mining methods, such as classification, as 

well as the need to invent advanced techniques, e.g., complex sequence analysis. Australia is 

one of the most developed social welfare countries in the world in terms of government 

policies, infrastructure, the population of benefit recipients, and the advancement of social 

security techniques and tools [121]. Since 2004, SSDM has been initiated with Centrelink for 

the Australian Commonwealth Government through a series of projects. We have developed 

models, algorithms, and systems to identify key drivers, factors, patterns, and exceptions, 

indicating high risk of customers, customer circumstance changes, declarations, and 

interactions between customers and government officers. The findings have proven to be very 

useful for overpayment prevention, recovery, prediction, and deep understanding of customer 

activities and intervention, which involve the recovery and prevention of overpayments (also 

called “debt” when referring to the part of payments to which the recipient is not entitled) for 

the government. These substantial practices have been selected as one of the IEEE’s 

International Conference on Data Mining Top 10 Data Mining Case studies [16].  

1.2 Business Needs and Research Issues 

1.2.1 Business Needs Social Security Service Delivery, Reform and Challenge 

The delivery of Public Sector welfare services in Australia has always represented an 

enormous task. Traditionally Australian Public Servants saw it as their role to provide 

citizens with services that were fair, equitable, correctly and lawfully delivered where 

entitlements under the law were economically and carefully administered with an emphasis 

on due process. 

By the turn of the century, strong Government imperatives and more advanced technology 

had facilitated the creation of the one-stop shops, and the delivery of electronic services 

across the Internet had become a reality. 
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From the 1990s successive governments have sought to make Public Services more 

responsive to the needs of the citizen or customer, and to increase efficiency and 

effectiveness in service delivery.  

Over the next decade, surveys reported in papers such as the Australian Public Service (APS) 

Commission's 2001-02 State of the Service, conclude that the APS has been largely 

successful in establishing a customer focus and improving the standard of service delivery. 

In the early 2000s, key initiatives for improving Government service delivery and meeting 

customer and community expectations included: 

 improved access to services;  

 commitment to internal and external customer service charters;  

 closer working partnerships between policy departments and service delivery 

agencies;  

 greater involvement with other non-Government sector organisations; and  

 market research into customer satisfaction and service improvement.  

Governments are searching for new ways to find solutions to problems that cross all levels of 

governments, jurisdictions and portfolios. The challenge is to develop mechanisms, structures 

and cultures, which facilitate whole of Government approaches that become a characteristic 

of the way Government works in Australia. And to meet this challenge, Public Sector leaders 

will need to implement one of their key Public Service Act responsibilities, which is to 

promote cooperation with other Agencies. 

In response to this challenge, in early 2009 Government, industry and community agencies 

commenced working together to develop innovative changes to payment and service delivery 

processes. As a result, the Commonwealth Government called for a major reform of the 

Department of Human Services. In addition to other elements, this entailed the introduction 

of sophisticated analytics to redesign service delivery in order to maximise convenience for 

all Australians. That is, giving people more control, better support, and individual assistance 

when they need it most. Today, after making the following announcement in late 2009, major 

reforms to service delivery and welfare agencies are well under way: 
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“The Government needs to adapt to current and future challenges facing the nation, 

including changes in technology, the growing demand on our service delivery 

agencies and demographic challenges such as Australia’s ageing population. The 

restructure (to the Department of Human Services) comes as recent (data mining) 

pilot figures show that the Government could have saved $344.1 million over the past 

three years if the results of data analytics (in Centrelink) had of been applied to look 

for (process) errors and crack down on fraud”  

The Minister for Human Services, Chris Bowen MP 17/12/09 

1.2.2 Research Issues in Social Security Data Mining 

The data mining technology will definitely be helpful to improve social security service by 

customer activity analysis, risk analysis, change detection, fraud detection, debt analysis, 

payment accuracy analysis and so on. Those analysis tasks are comprehensive, involving 

many aspects of both traditional and emerging data mining techniques. The key challenges 

are listed as following in terms of social security data processing, pattern analysis, and 

knowledge delivery, which will be described on detail in Chapter 3. 

1.2.2.1  Data Processing 

The processing of data characteristics in social security business shares many data processing 

issues within the data mining and machine-learning community. In particular, the following 

areas are especially important in SSDM. 

1) The processing of activities and activity sequences need to address complex features, 

such as temporal, spatial, structural and semantic dimensions. 

2) Changes are widely dispersed in social security data.  

3) Customer–government interaction generates intensive activities in the social security 

business. 

4) To engage multiple sources of social security data. 

5) Involve large-scale mixed data.  

6) Process extremely imbalanced data in a large scale set, designing proper data 

structures, filtering, and sampling algorithms to prepare both class and item-set 

imbalanced data.  
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1.2.2.2  Pattern Analysis 

While many traditional and emerging pattern mining methods and pattern types can be 

applied directly to SSDM, we also observe specific needs emerging from mining social 

security data. 

1) Challenging issues in detecting changes cover many possibilities. 

2) Activities are widely seen in social security data, which create a challenge for 

traditional data mining. 

3) Impact modeling measures the impact of certain data on business. The nature of the 

impact, how to measure it and how it is associated with patterns and debt occurrence, 

is open to investigation.  

4) Impact-oriented pattern mining identifies patterns that are associated with specific 

impact, but it is challenging.  

5) Complex business issues and the data characteristics require combined mining, which 

is much more complex than traditional data mining procedure. Combined mining may 

include combined data mining models, combined data sources, combined patterns, 

etc. 

1.2.2.3  Knowledge Delivery 

Delivering knowledge of business interest which can be taken over by business people is not 

a trivial problem.  

1) How to define and measure business performance from subjective and objective 

perspectives is worthy of research, as well as which business metrics need to be 

defined for use to generally measure business impacts associated with patterns. 

2) Knowledge actionability is the actionability of identified patterns. In the social 

security area, it is hard to measure knowledge actionability. 

3) Enhancing the actionability of identified patterns is not a straightforward task. It is 

worthwhile to analyze why the discovered knowledge is not actionable, and what 

actions can be taken to enhance the actionability. 

4) Pattern post processing is an important way to enhance knowledge actionability and is 

applicable to SSDM. 
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5) Deliverable representation is to convert SSDM findings into business-oriented 

deliverables and represents deliverables in a business friendly manner. This is actually 

a challenging issue, which has not been well studied.  

1.3 Research Methodology 

1.3.1 Positive / Negative Sequential Rules Mining for Debt-oriented Analysis 

Whereas traditional association rule mining and sequential pattern mining deal only with the 

positive relationship between itemsets or events, it might be interesting to examine frequent 

sequential rules that display a ‘non-occurrence’ of some items – which is called negative 

sequential rules.  

In Centrelink, for various reasons, customers on benefit payments or allowances sometimes 

get overpaid and these overpayments lead to debts owed to Centrelink. Debt-oriented 

negative sequential rules can be used to find the relationship between transactional activity 

sequences and debt occurrences, and also find the impact of additional activities on debt 

occurrence.  Chapter 4 will illustrate the novel method on SSDM. 

1.3.2 Sequence Classification to Predict Debt-related Activities 

From a data mining perspective, sequence classification involves building classifiers using 

sequential patterns which can be used to predict and further prevent debt occurrence based on 

customer transactional activity sequences. 

In finding that all of the existing sequence classification algorithms could not be used into 

SSDM, the following improvements were considered.  

1) Consider the sequential patterns negatively correlated to debt occurrence, which are very 

important in debt detection.  

2) In order to catch up with the pattern variation over time, an adaptive sequence 

classification method, which is able to include the latest pattern into the classifier, is to be 

considered to improve the classification performance on dataset of near future. 

Chapter 5 will illustrate the above methods in detail. 
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1.3.3 Combined Mining for Social Security Data 

Combined mining is essential in SSDM, which mines for combined patterns by engaging 

multisource data and complicated social security data.  

Mining combined association rules, which are composed of multiple heterogeneous itemsets 

from different datasets, need to be considered in SSDM. While combined rule pairs and 

combined rule clusters are to be built from the combined association rules, the combined 

patterns will provide more interesting knowledge and more actionable results than traditional 

association rules. 

1.4 Thesis Contribution 

The contributions of the thesis are: 

 A comprehensive literature review of social security data mining and discussion of 

different categorizations of the related work are described. 

 A general framework of the social security data mining is proposed. It discusses the main 

data mining goals, tasks, and principal challenges in mining patterns in social security 

data; 

 It proposes several new and effective algorithms and tools to handle social security data 

analysis, including: 

1) Efficient algorithms for discovering event-oriented positive/negative sequential 

rules, and novel metrics to measure the impact on outcome. See Chapter 4. 

2) A new technique of sequence classification using both positive and negative 

sequential patterns, see Section 5.1. 

3) A novel method to boost discriminative frequent patterns for sequence classification, 

which improves the accuracy of classifier. An adaptive sequence classification 

model upgrades the sequence classification performance on time-varying sequences. 

See Section 5.2. 

4) A novel hierarchical algorithm for sequence classification, which can reduce the 

running time while keeping the performance of the classification. See Section 5.3. 

5) A novel notion of combined patterns to extract useful and actionable knowledge 

from a large amount of learned rules. See Chapter 6. 
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6) An efficient algorithm to mine class association rules on datasets with multiple 

imbalanced attributes. See Chapter 7. 

 All the above proposed algorithms and strategies are all applied to social security data 

analysis, which shows the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed methods in 

SSDM. 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows. 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to SSDM. It describes background, business issues, 

research issues and our contributions on the area. 

Chapter 2 talks about the review on social security/welfare data mining research. 

Chapter 3 presents formal and general descriptions of a framework of SSDM. 

Chapters 4-7 introduce some novel data mining models which were applied in SSDM, 

including: 

a) Positive/negative social security sequential rules analysis in Chapter 4; 

b) Predict debt-related social security activity sequences in Chapter 5; 

c) Mining combined social security patterns in Chapter 6; 

d) Rare class association rule mining with multiple imbalanced attributes in Chapter 7; 

Chapter 9 presents concluding comments and discusses potential future work the conclusion 

and future work. 
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2 Review on Social Security/Welfare Data Mining 

Research   

2.1 Introduction 

Data mining is becoming an increasingly hot research field, but a large gap remains between 

the research of data mining and its application in real-world business. Data mining in social 

security involves the application of techniques such as decision trees, association rules, 

sequential patterns and combined association rules. Statistical methods such as the chi-square 

test and analysis of variance are also useful. The data involved includes demographic data, 

transactional data and time series data and we were confronted with problems such as 

imbalanced data, business interestingness, rule pruning and multi-relational data. Some 

related work include association rule mining [135], sequential pattern mining [136], decision 

trees [137], clustering [138], interestingness measures [139], redundancy removing [140], 

mining imbalanced data [141,142], emerging patterns [147], multi-relational data mining 

[144],[145],[146], [148] and distributed data mining [143, 149, 150]. 

2.2 Social Security Services and Data 

2.2.1 Social Security Business 

In countries like Australia and Canada, a variety of social welfare allowances/services and 

social programs are provided by the government to assist people to become self-sufficient 

and to support those in need. Fig. 2.1 illustrates a cause–effect relationship between 

customers and government in the social welfare business. A customer lodges an allowance 

application, which is checked by the government. Payments are arranged on the premise of 

customer entitlement and policies. The customer is required to declare any changes that may 

affect payment entitlement. Once a customer declaration is lodged, it will be verified by the 

government. As a result, customer payments are further verified and adjusted if necessary. In 

some cases, overpayments to the customer may occur for reasons such as incorrect 

declaration. The government will seek to recover the debt, and the customer will be requested 

to pay back such overpayments through repayment arrangements made between the 
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government and the customer. More information about social welfare business can be found 

on the respective government websites and in reports [121]. 

 

Figure 2-1 Social Security Business Workflow 

Taking the Australian social welfare business as an example, as a one-stop-shop, the 

Australian Commonwealth Department of Human Services (Centrelink) delivers a range of 

Commonwealth services to the Australian community and is responsible for the distribution 

of around $86.8 billion, i.e., 30% of the Commonwealth’s outlay, to about one-third of 

Australians [121]. In day-to-day interactions between the government and customers, 

Centrelink accumulates a large amount of interaction data. For instance, Centrelink provides 

361 000 face-to-face services each working day and processes 6.6 billion transactions against 

customer records each year [122]. It has been shown that the number of such interactions 

increases every year. The government has progressively recognized the importance of 

analysing these interactions to obtain a deep understanding of customers and organization–

customer relationships, to actively manage customers, to improve government service quality 

and objectives, and to inform policy design. 

An issue of particular interest is the identification of the drivers that cause noncompliance in 

organization–customer interactions. Noncompliance drivers may result from many aspects or 

staff errors. The 2007–2008 audit report by the Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) 

[119] drew attention to the importance of deeply understanding customers, and of addressing 

the behaviour and behavioural changes in rising debt from the perspective of the customer, 

government administration, client group, and community. 
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2.2.2 Social Security Data 

2.2.2.1 Data Categories  

As a result of implementing day-to-day social security services, a huge amount of data have 

been accumulated which increases dramatically every day. Table 2.1 provides an overview of 

some Centrelink business dimensions related to data [121].  

Table 2-1 Centrelink Business Dimensions 2008–2009 

 

As Table 2.1 shows, the huge amount of social security data accumulated by Centrelink 

consist of very useful information recorded from customer service centers, agents and access 

points, the Internet, interviews and reviews for all services, customers, staff and agents, and 

debt. The $1926 million in debt raised in 2008–2009 compares with $1831 million in 2007–

2008. Such data can be classified into the following categories [16]: 

1) Customer demographic and circumstance data, recording information about a 

customer and his/her circumstances, circumstance changes, etc; for instance, home 

address and the history of address change; 

2) Benefit/allowance data, regarding the information about specific benefit/allowance 

design and applicability in alignment with customer eligibility, and management 

processes; 
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3) Customer pathway data, reflecting the history and relevant details of a customer’s use 

of government services, such as the number of services, when, and from which 

service centers the services have been applied for, and granted; 

4) Activity data, providing activity records information about who (maybe multiple 

operators) processes what types of activities (say change of address) from where (say 

customer service centers) and for what reasons (say the action of receipt of source 

documents) at what time (date and time), as well as the resultant outcomes (say 

raising or recovering debt) [24], [120]; 

5) Facility usage data, regarding the resources used by or for customers, e.g., phone calls 

and online services; 

6) Service policy data, information about policies, the applications of policies to 

customers with particular circumstances; 

7) Service transactional data, day-to-day information recorded regarding the use of 

services, such as new registrations, new claims, debt review, etc.; 

8) Service performance data, concerning service quality and performance, such as 

overpayments and their distribution, how long on average a customer has to queue, 

general customer satisfaction, etc.; 

9) Interaction data about communications between customers and staff, and between 

staff from different units; for instance, a customer calls Centrelink to report an income 

update; 

10) Operation data about the resources and infrastructure used for day-to-day business, 

e.g., how many staff hours are spent on payment reviews; 

11) Operational performance, concerning the performance of operational expenses and 

resource use; for instance, the average cost of recovery per dollar of debt, or the 

effectiveness of reminder letters in terms of solving problems (such as seeking to 

recover the outlays).  

2.2.2.2 Data Characteristics  

From the aforementioned summary, we identify social security data as having the following 

characteristics [16]. 
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1) Large-scale: as shown in Table 2.1, huge amounts of data are collected every day and 

every year. 

2) Mixed structure: Data incurred by the business consist of all major types, such as 

numerical, categorical, textual, discrete, continuous, temporal, and sequential. 

3) Distribution: Data are collected from service centers, the internet, and access points, 

and recorded in mainframe storage distributed in large centers; customers are 

distributed everywhere across the country. 

4) Longitude: Typically, a customer is engaged with a service for quite a while before 

they are terminated or transferred to another service type. 

5) High dimension: Data involve multiple dimensions; for instance, there are over 200 

types of activity codes reflecting different actions taken in customer–Centrelink 

interactions. 

6) Multisource: Different aspects of information data are recorded separately; any one 

source of data is insufficient to generate a full picture of a particular service. 

7) Sparseness: The longitudinal data are generated on demand, which is normally 

random and infrequent; the resulting data are very sparse; for instance, a customer 

may have accessed a service center two years previously and, later, contacted another 

office in another place to update a circumstance change, or request a new service. 

8) Imbalance: Data are not equally distributed, with some being of much higher 

frequency than others; for instance, outlays only consist of a very small proportion of 

the overall expenses in Centrelink; customer–government interaction data are not 

equally distributed, and some activities occur much more frequently, or in more 

places, than others; Debt-related data only constitute a very small proportion of social 

security data [23], which forms a class imbalance. In addition, the customer–

government interaction activities that are related to debt are composed of a very 

limited portion of the whole activity set, which gives rise to an item-set imbalance 

issue. 

9) Divided quality: It is known that, with data being recorded in divided quality, some 

data may be missing, or recorded in duplicate.  

10) Variation: Changes happen everywhere, involving all of the above aspects and data 

characteristics; in fact, as identified in the ANAO report [119], changes have a critical 

effect on business integrity and performance stability. 
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11) Coupling relationship: Data entities (objects) and values are often inter-related 

because of intrinsic business logics in social security. For instance, a debt may be 

incurred as a result of a wrong declaration of income and address change; a follow-up 

arrangement activity is made for the customer to pay back the debt once confirmed 

(called repayment); the customer may either follow the arrangement (refers to the 

activities arranged by the government) or take other actions to address the repayment. 

This example shows that objects (i.e., customer, debt, arrangement, and repayment), 

transactions (regarding customer, debt, arrangements, repayment, etc.), and behaviors 

from different objects are inter-related.  

The aforementioned characteristics are typically aligned with data complexities currently 

explored in the broad data mining community. They also create additional challenges for 

existing data mining methods and algorithms when they are deeply engaged in the social 

security business. In fact, the social security area presents great possibilities to explore typical 

data mining complexities in one domain. This leads to the need for further research on SSDM 

tasks and challenges. 

2.3 Comprehensive Picture 

Research on social security and welfare issues started in the mid-20th century [30]. Since 

then, broad-based issues have been added to the investigation and can be categorized into the 

following main streams [16]. 

1) Political perspective: One of the main streams of research investigates the problems, 

issues, factors, and impact of social security and welfare from public policy [44], [73], 

social policy [55], [60], administration [89], governance [58], resistance [32], and 

practice viewpoints [99]. 

2) Economic perspective: Another dominant fact and trend is the exploration of issues 

and the effect of social security models and factors from the standpoint of 

econometrics, public economics, and political economy [44]. This involves analysis 

and discussions about economy [95], earnings [14], [49], [57], rating [80], savings [4], 

[11], [65], [73], growth [109], privatization [71], reform [55], [56], [98], labor supply 

[54], [67], multientity relationship analysis [30], [58], [59], [93], and optimal 

arrangements [7], [35], [53], [91], [92]. 
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3) Sociological perspective: Some researchers are concerned about the social effect of 

social security policies on society, such as lifecycle [74], [93], demographic [1], [11], 

behavior [84], [90], aging [72], retirement [10], [50], [51], [65], [79], [81], fraud [32], 

[88], fairness and affordability [76], etc. 

4) Regional perspective: Researchers from different countries introduce the development 

of social security in their countries, for instance, Canada [52], India [2], Latin 

America [70], [85], the U.S. [124], Britain [60], Sweden [29], China [75], [104], Italy 

[87], Germany [96], France [10], and Europe [43]. 

5) Technical perspective: An emerging trend in social security is the study of technical 

issues, e.g., infrastructure development [64], knowledge management [83], policy and 

process modeling, data-driven analysis [23], [68], [69], [103], [105]–[108], [110]–

[116], and correlation analysis crossing multiple areas [94], [110]. 

2.4 Technical Perspective 

From the technical perspective, the main issues [16] that have been addressed in the literature 

focus on several areas, including problem analysis, process and policy modeling, business 

oriented analysis, correlation analysis, infrastructure support, and data-driven analysis.  

1) Problem analysis: From time to time, we find papers discussing or debating the issues 

of reform [56], crisis [6], [13], issues for policies [55], privatization [71], uncertainty 

[92], optimization [97], fraud [32], [88], and effect on economy [30], society, capital 

market [31], human resources [90], [93], etc. 

2) Process and policy modeling: Different approaches, e.g., empirical analysis, time-

series analysis, quantitative comparative analysis, and equilibrium analysis [42], have 

been used and developed to design, simulate, and evaluate policy, pension, benefit 

[7], process and their effects, as well as their optimization, choice [65], and 

performance rating [62] including accuracy [45]. 

3) Business-oriented analysis: Key business issues, such as earnings and income, rate, 

benefit claiming, behavior, retirement, risk, saving, etc., are studied from political, 

economic, sociological, and technical perspectives. 

4) Correlation analysis: The relationship between social security and other economic 

systems have been studied; for instance, the relationship with health affairs, Medicare 
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5) Economic Analysis: examine issues such as [76], [90], taxation [8], [34], stock and 

market [31], [34], [41], as well as with political structure [30], economic development 

[30], labor force [54], [67], [96], and human capital [40]. 

6) Infrastructure support: Discussions have been conducted on building IT systems, 

supporting the analysis of social security data, simulating and optimizing processes, 

policy, performance rates, etc. 

7) Data-driven analysis: Recently, the value of data and data driven decisions has been 

increasingly recognized. Various analysis approaches are being developed to 

investigate “what do social security data show” [93], e.g., to identify drivers, enablers 

[83], service patterns [69], linkages [81], demographic [1], behavior [84], change, 

data measures and composites [123], fraud [88], and risk adjustment [27] from 

nonrandom selection, stochastic forecast [72], sequential analysis [116], time-series 

[73], equilibrium analysis [66], data mining, knowledge management [89], micro 

estimation [50], and e-government [64] aspects. 

Modern computer systems have been widely used in the social security and welfare sectors 

since the earliest period of the computerization age. Currently, the use of computers for e-

government service in the developed countries has reached a very advanced and 

comprehensive level. The research from an e-government perspective in the social security 

and social welfare sectors can be categorized into four main streams: IT infrastructure, 

operational support system, business support system, and decision support system. 

1) IT infrastructure: The infrastructure supporting business processes, networking, data 

storage, human–computer interaction, etc. 

2) Operational support systems: Systems supporting operations, such as network 

inventory, provisioning services, configuring network components, privacy, security 

management, etc. 

3) Business support systems: Systems offering business interactions with customers, for 

allowance and benefit delivery, service profiling, debt management, review 

management [121], etc. 

4) Decision support systems: Systems supporting decision making, including business 

integrity management, business intelligence systems, real-time and historical data 
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analysis system, risk analysis and management systems, case management system, 

and decision-making facilities. 

2.5 Related Work of Social Security Data Mining 

The public sector has also kept “the frontier spirit alive in the computer science community” 

[94]. In particular, data-driven decision has recently been increasingly recognized as one of 

the most powerful tools to improve government service objectives. However, mining social 

security/welfare data is an open, new area in the data mining community. To the best of our 

knowledge, only two groups have involved SSDM, and a very limited number of relevant 

publications can be found in the literature. In the following, we discuss the UNC group’s 

work and address the practices by the UTS group. 

In [38], [39], [68], and [69], a case study was conducted on monthly service data and service 

variations to detect common patterns of welfare services given over time. The study’s authors 

used a simple sequence analysis method on monthly service administrative databases, which 

indicates what services were given when, to whom, and for how long. While “common” 

service procedures can be identified by simply applying a frequent sequence analysis method, 

it appears that no additional advancement has been made in tackling critical challenges in the 

data, e.g., mixed transactional data, imbalanced items, and labels. The method only identifies 

general frequent procedures that are commonsense to business people. No informative and 

implicit patterns can be identified in this case study. From a business perspective, the 

identified frequent patterns are not very helpful, since they reflect the actual service 

arrangements implemented as per policies. Business people want to discover something they 

do not already know about their business and to develop a deep understanding of why, and 

how, specific problems face the organization. 

In our substantial literature review of SSDM, no additional references have been identified 

that provide substantial insights for mining social security/welfare data.  

2.6 Retrospection on Mining Social Security Data 

Our substantial literature review work and practices in Australia [16] reveal the following 

observations about the existing research on mining social security/welfare data. 
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1) It is a very open area in terms of applying and conducting pattern/anomaly discovery 

on social security data (i.e., SSDM). In the very limited work available from the 

literature, no such systematic work has been done in terms of drawing an overall 

picture of SSDM from either the business or technical side, nor in addressing the 

challenges and opportunities in SSDM. 

2) According to our experience in conducting SSDM in Australia, social security/welfare 

business and data consist of comprehensive characteristics and complexities specific 

to the data mining community which are not comparable with those in many domains. 

This is reflected through the nature of mixing politics, economy, society, 

organizational and business processes, and the Internet, as well as the distribution of 

information sources, business dynamics, customer–government interaction evolution, 

and integration of business and technical issues. This makes social security/welfare 

data very challenging and complex to analyze. 

3) In fact, social security data/business provides a relatively complete test bed for both 

existing and emerging research on data mining thanks to the complexities from data to 

problem modeling and delivery of knowledge. The mixture of several complex 

aspects makes SSDM even more challenging, as, for instance, in mining impact-

oriented behavior patterns in large-scale of data mixing customer demographics, 

activities, policies, and performance. 

4) Specifically, very limited SSDM work has been done in either research or practice, 

leaving a big gap in relation to increasing business needs. Besides the data/business 

characteristics common to many other areas, it is worthwhile and highly demanding to 

explore characteristics and challenges in the marriage of data mining with social 

welfare business and to systematically explore business problems, research issues, 

challenges, limitations in directly applying existing data mining outcomes, and 

opportunities to invent new techniques. 

5) While SSDM involves many challenges common to other domains, the mixture of 

specific business mechanisms with wide data complexities also makes SSDM 

important and challenging, in aspects such as specifying/customizing and inventing 

data mining methods and algorithms to effectively analyze social welfare business, for 

example, processing specific data characteristics and discovering patterns therein. 
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Since 2004, we have been engaged in data mining for social welfare business. So far, several 

projects have been conducted which tackle issues, such as analyzing customer earnings [126], 

profiling debt recovery and verifying changes in earnings declarations [127], investigating 

relationships between activity sequences and debt occurrences [24], modeling activity impact 

on debt risk and cost [23], [112], [114], identifying high impact activities/activity sequences 

on debt occurrences [23], rating customer risk on causing debt [128], fraud detection [129], 

and so on.  

Starting from the understanding of social security business and data, the following chapters 

present an SSDM framework and address SSDM goals, tasks, and challenges. We also 

summarize the real-life practices of SSDM in Australia and discuss the extension of SSDM 

for mining general public-sector data. 
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3 Social Security Data Mining Framework 

3.1 A Basic Framework 

Like any other domain, data mining applications in social security are driven by business 

objectives and underlying data. Based on the introduction of social security business and data 

in Section 2.2, Fig. 3.1 [16] presents a high-level SSDM framework. It consists of three 

layers: the data layer, the business objective layer, and the data mining goal layer. 

 

Figure 3-1 SSDM framework 

The business objective layer includes the main aims and expectations for the implementation 

of social security services. For instance, Fig. 3.1 lists the main objectives [121], including 

customer service enhancement (to instantly provide high-quality services to those with 

particular needs), payment correctness enhancement (e.g., to pay the right amount to those 
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who are eligible), business integrity enhancement (e.g., to improve the consistency and 

accuracy and to speed up processing), debt management and prevention (e.g., to recover and 

prevent debt instantly), outlays cause identification (e.g., to identify outlays incurred by staff 

error), income transparency improvement (e.g., to improve customer earnings reporting and 

to detect gray income automatically), performance enhancement (e.g., to reduce customer 

waiting time in service centers or call centers), service delivery enhancement (e.g., to strip 

out unnecessary contacts and provide easier and more efficient pathways to services), 

service/risk profiling (e.g., to identify customers most at risk of incorrect payments and to 

identify opportunities to reduce the debt more efficiently), customer need satisfaction (e.g., to 

identify customers with special or more urgent needs than others), accountability assurance 

(e.g., to identify areas of significant financial or operational risk and to pinpoint more 

effective arrangements to manage risks), fraud and noncompliance detection (e.g., to identify 

international or staff fraud and noncompliance), process optimization (e.g., to streamline 

processes for easier service access and delivery), and key performance indicator (KPI) 

enhancement (i.e., to identify where and how the key performance indicators can be 

enhanced). 

To support the aforementioned major business objectives, the government invests in efficient 

information infrastructure. As a result, data are acquired and constantly updated at every 

place and time in the business operation. The data layer summarizes the main data resources. 

It consists of customer data (customer demographic and circumstance information), service 

data (service usage and procedural information), policy data (government policy and the 

applications of policy), payment data (customer payment information), performance data 

(service performance and operational performance), process data (business process and 

change applied to customers), infrastructure usage data (the use of IT resources and services), 

etc. 

While every effort has been made to rectify problems, it has been disclosed that the 

government is facing longstanding, as well as emerging, problems in achieving and 

improving the main business objectives [119]. The accumulation of business data provide a 

unique and essential premise to disclose hidden and implicit channels, indicators, and 

solutions for these issues, as shown by the data mining pilots in Centrelink. The data mining 

layer lists the main goals in mining social security data to enhance business objectives; for 
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instance, customer-centric analysis, payment-centric analysis, debt-centric analysis, income-

centric analysis, cause-effect analysis, policy-centric analysis, performance-centric analysis, 

service-centric analysis, service/risk profiling, customer satisfaction analysis, accountability 

analysis, fraud/noncompliance detection, process-centric analysis, and KPI-centric analysis. 

These processes will be discussed further in the following sections. 

3.2 Social Security Data Mining Goals 

We summarize the main data mining goals in the social security area into the following five 

classes, according to our understanding and practices of key entities, problems, and 

challenges in social welfare business by data mining: 1) overpayment centric analysis; 2) 

customer-centric analysis; 3) policy-centric analysis; 4) process-centric analysis; and 5) 

fraud-centric analysis [16].  

 

Figure 3-2 SSDM Goals 

They are shown in Fig. 3.2 and are explained briefly in the following. 

1) Payment-Centric Analysis: Overpayments or government customer debt are a major 

concern in social security government services [119]. Overpayment/debt-centric 

analysis, therefore, emerges as a major objective of SSDM. Its goals consist of the 

deep understanding of the distributions of overpayments across business lines, the 

cause and effect of overpayments, and the evolution and changes of overpayments in 

the life of government customers. In addition, issues that are related to payment 

accuracy also involve underpayment analysis, and alignment and gap analysis 

between customer earning/employer payment and government payment. The findings 
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from payment-centric analysis contribute to government customer debt recovery, debt 

prevention, and debt prediction, as well as better customer service quality. 

2) Customer-Centric Analysis: Customer-centric analysis in SSDM aims to deeply 

understand which customers cause overpayments, and the reasons and indicators 

behind those customers who owe the government [119]. The reasons may be related 

to customer profiles, behaviors, earnings, and so on, as well as changes to any of these 

aspects. The findings from customer-centric analysis contribute to evidence, 

indicators, and observations that assist the understanding of why, when, and how 

some customers cause overpayments when others do not. In addition, customer risk 

rating and customer service recommendations are other objectives. 

3) Policy-Centric Analysis: Policy-centric analysis in SSDM seeks to deeply understand 

which policies [121] are associated with overpayments, and the reasons and indicators 

behind these policies. Other analysis may focus on the relationships between policy 

changes, overpayments, and customers. Identifying those policies and policy changes 

that have led to, or are associated with, overpayments could be used to prevent the 

occurrence of debts and to actively manage customers. 

4) Process-Centric Analysis: Process-centric analysis in SSDM is carried out to deeply 

understand what business processes or process changes are associated with 

overpayments [119], [121], as well as the reasons and indicators behind them. By 

analyzing the relationships between processes, overpayments, and customers, social 

security government officers obtain a deep understanding of what could be optimized 

in business processes or during process changes in order to minimize overpayments or 

the probability of debt occurrence. 

5) Fraud-Centric Analysis: Fraud-centric analysis in SSDM is undertaken to analyze 

whether fraud takes place in the social security business, and where, why, and how 

fraud happens and evolves [133]. Analysis can be conducted on child welfare fraud, 

allowance fraud, declaration fraud and staff fraud, and the resultant findings that are 

used to assist the detection, prevention, and prediction of fraud in the social security 

business. 
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3.3 Social Security Data Mining Challenges 

The data mining tasks listed are comprehensive, involving many aspects of both traditional 

and emerging data mining techniques. Some can be handled by the utilization of existing 

general data mining techniques, while others have to be dealt with using revised or newly 

developed methodology and approaches in order to handle the mixture of social security 

business and general data complexities. On the basis of our observations of the challenges 

involved in conducting the aforementioned data mining tasks, we discuss the following key 

challenges (see Fig. 3.3) in terms of the main procedures of social security data processing, 

pattern analysis, and knowledge delivery. 

 

Figure 3-3 SSDM Challenges 

3.3.1 Social Security Data Processing 

The processing of data characteristics in the social security business shares many similar data 

processing issues within the data mining and machine-learning community. In particular, the 

following areas [16] are especially, important in SSDM. 

1) Activity processing: The processing of activities and activity sequences [24] needs to 

address complex features, such as temporal, spatial, structural and semantic 

dimensions, as well as handle issues such as data sparsity and imbalance [23], [107], 

dynamics, and associated impact [25] on business (such as causing overpayments) in 

activity feature selection, activity extraction, activity sequence construction, and 

preparation. 
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2) Change processing: Changes are widely dispersed in social security data [119], [131]. 

The consideration of change data in SSDM is crucial to identify meaningful causes 

and patterns [19]. Change data processing involves issues such as change definition, 

representation of change, interactions and relations between changes and other 

entities, and change feature extraction. 

3) Complex sequence processing: Customer–government interaction generates intensive 

activities in the social security business. Sequences are complicated [22]–[24] if the 

relevant information is considered; for instance, the time an activity takes place and 

the reason (it could be another activity) for the activity occurrence. For family based 

debt investigation, it is probably necessary to put all family members’ activity 

sequences together to observe the differences, which will involve multiple coupled 

sequences [19]. The processing of such sequences involves issues such as 

representation of single and multiple coupled sequences, modeling sequence relations, 

sequence feature extraction, and data structure design for storing sequences, and 

relevant information. 

4) Multisource data processing: Very often, SSDM has to engage multiple sources of 

social security data, since more informative patterns reflecting the actual business 

picture can only be identified on multisource data [22], [110]. Meaningful SSDM 

analysis involves data of customer-officer interaction transactions, customer 

demographics, government policies, business processes, customer registration data, 

customer earnings, debt outcomes, and debt recovery arrangements [121]. It is 

necessary to correctly understand the relationship between different sources of data 

from business logic, syntactic and semantic aspects, how to align and fuse them (for 

instance, whether from the data or pattern [22], [112] perspective) while considering 

the intrinsic business logic, and how to deal with different granularities. 

5) Processing large-scale mixed data: SSDM tasks often involve large-scale mixed data. 

For instance, a debt usually occurs and exists for several months to a few years [130], 

and the investigation of debt drivers needs to involve multisource information 

recorded in different structures and formats [121]. Among other things, this requires 

determining the timeline to select and align different sources of data [22], [110], a 

smart data structure to fit relevant information, proper sampling methods, an efficient 
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strategy to scan/filter the data, and the selection and fusion of mixed features in both 

processing and pattern mining [113].  

6) Processing data imbalance: Besides the normal techniques available in the literature 

about class imbalance [23], [107], such as under sampling and oversampling, it is 

expected that greater effort will be necessary in processing extremely imbalanced data 

in a large scale set and on designing proper data structures, filtering, and sampling 

algorithms to prepare both class and item-set imbalanced data.  

7) Coupling relationship: The representation of coupling relationships [18], [19], first 

involves the definition and extraction of coupling within an entity and between 

entities from syntactic and semantic perspectives. Further work concerns how to 

manage the relationships and store the relevant data by developing a suitable data 

structure, a representation system, and data extraction mechanism. 

3.3.2 Social Security Pattern Analysis 

While many traditional and emerging pattern mining methods and pattern types can be 

applied directly to SSDM, we also observe specific needs emerging from mining social 

security data [16]. These are briefly discussed below, and the observations can certainly be 

used for mining other, similar applications. 

1) Change detection: Challenging issues in detecting changes [131] cover many 

possibilities, e.g., representing changes and change contexts in organization–customer 

interactions, tackling data complexities in processing and mining change-centered 

data, identifying change patterns in customer circumstance and behavior contexts, 

identifying group relationships and group behavior changes, identifying customer 

interaction changes in response to policy/procedure changes, adapting the detection of 

customer and group dynamics, and extracting and evaluating noncompliance drivers 

based on the mined change patterns. 

2) Activity mining: Activities [23], [24] are widely seen in social security data, which 

create a challenge for traditional data mining [24]. Mining activity patterns can focus 

on activity-centric, impact-centric, or customer-centric analysis [24], and each aspect 

is new. In addition, the evaluation of activity mining is nonexistent, and therefore, 

new interestingness metrics need to be developed for each activity mining method. 
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3) Impact modeling measures the impact of certain data on business [23], [116]. The 

nature of the impact, how to measure it and how it is associated with patterns and debt 

occurrence, is open to investigation. The measure of impact needs to be specified in 

terms of target data and customer groups by involving domain knowledge and needs 

to be evaluated by domain experts. 

4) Impact-oriented pattern mining identifies patterns that are associated with specific 

impact. Unlike traditional patterns that consist of items only, impact-oriented patterns 

have two facets: one is item sets, the other is the impact associated with the item sets. 

As discussed in [23], impact-oriented pattern mining is challenging, since many 

emerging pattern types may be identified, such as positive impact-oriented patterns, 

negative-impact-oriented patterns, impact-contrasted patterns, and impact-reversed 

patterns [22], [23].  

5) Combined mining [22], [105], [110], [112] is a two to multistep data mining 

procedure, consisting of mining atomic patterns, merging atomic pattern sets into a 

combined pattern set, or merging dataset-specific combined patterns into the higher 

level of a combined pattern set if there are multiple datasets. Combined mining is 

essential in SSDM, which mines for combined patterns by engaging multisource data 

and complicated social security data, as discussed in the previous section on data 

processing. Mining combined patterns is not easy and involves the invention of new 

techniques and methods. For instance, the authors in [26] have discussed new 

methodologies, including multifeature combined mining, multimethod combined 

mining, and multisource combined mining [22]. Combined mining can lead to 

creative pattern types, such as pair pattern, cluster pattern, incremental pair pattern, 

and incremental cluster pattern [22], in which pattern components are coupled in 

terms of relationships such as peer-to-peer or master–slave. 

3.3.3 Knowledge Delivery 

In actionable knowledge discovery [17], [20], [26], it is important to deliver knowledge of 

business interest which can be taken over by business people. This is not a trivial problem, as 

discussed in domain-driven data mining [7], and is applicable to SSDM. 
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1) Business performance is the performance of patterns from the business perspective 

[17]. While data miners usually concentrate on the technical performance evaluation 

of patterns, the specification and evaluation of business performance will certainly 

provide additional information for business people to judge the value of the findings. 

How to define and measure business performance from subjective and objective 

perspectives is worthy of research, as well as which business metrics need to be 

defined for use to generally measure business impacts associated with patterns [20]. 

2) Knowledge actionability is the actionability of identified patterns. The authors in [17] 

propose a general framework of knowledge actionability and highlight the 

engagement of both technical and business performance from subjective and objective 

perspectives in measuring knowledge actionability. In the social security area, our job 

is to specify metrics to measure SSDM knowledge actionability. 

3) Actionability enhancement [17], [20] concerns enhancing the actionability of 

identified patterns. While many aspects can be addressed [17], it is not a 

straightforward task. It is worthwhile to analyze why the discovered knowledge is not 

actionable, what aspects can be focused on, and what actions can be taken to enhance 

the actionability. 

4) Pattern post processing is an important way to enhance knowledge actionability and 

is applicable to SSDM. The authors in [113] summarize the main techniques to be 

developed or enhanced in postprocessing and postmining and collect the latest work 

on post mining of association rules. Considering the social security data 

specialization, new postprocessing techniques need to be developed, with the 

involvement of domain knowledge. 

5) Deliverable representation [17] builds appropriate mechanisms to convert SSDM 

findings into business-oriented deliverables and represents deliverables in a business 

friendly manner. This is actually a challenging issue, which has not been well studied. 

Because of the engagement of customer–government interaction, in particular, the 

relevant deliverables need to show the interactive procedures by reflecting the 

underlying activity patterns. In the following chapters, we introduce a number of case 

studies of SSDM that address some of the aforementioned challenges. 
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3.4 Social Security Data Mining Tasks  

To support the data mining goals that are discussed above, many tasks need to be performed 

in SSDM. Traditional data mining methods, including association rule mining, frequent 

pattern mining, clustering, and classification, will certainly play an important role in 

achieving the aforementioned goals. We categorize the SSDM tasks [16] as follows, 

according to the main entities in social security/welfare business [121] and to address the 

SSDM goals, as shown in Fig. 3.4: 1) data processing; 2) activity analysis; 3) customer risk 

analysis; 4) earnings analysis; 5) change detection; 6) debt analysis; and 7) fraud detection. 

 

Figure 3-4 SSDM Tasks 

We briefly explain these tasks in the following sections. 

3.4.1 Data Processing 

The main tasks in social security data processing have many aspects, including many 

common data processing issues discussed in the community. In particular, we have the 

following. 

1) SSDM involves multiple data sources: for instance, customer demographic data, 

customer interaction transactions with government officers, arrangement and 

repayment activity data, and debt-related data. Therefore, it is essential to deal with 

multiple sources of data [22]. 
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2) Imbalance: Overpayment-related data only consist of a very small proportion of the 

whole social security data. Debt-related pattern analysis has to identify patterns in 

imbalanced datasets [23]. 

3) Seasonal effect: Social security government services present very strong seasonal 

characteristics that are determined by service objectives and policies. For instance, 

during holiday seasons, many immigrants move to their mother country, taking 

children to visit relatives. This may lead to gaps in reporting, although the 

government may continue to pay the usual rate, resulting in a government 

overpayment [130]. 

4) Factor sensitivity: This reflects the fact that not all variables and values contribute 

equally; some variables may play only a small role or duplicate others. Factor impact 

analysis, principal component analysis, and feature mining may be necessary in 

analyzing the sensitivity and interrelationships amongst factors, variables, and 

features. 

3.4.2 Activity Analysis 

Activity data [24], [120] refer to the interactive events, operations, and actions occurring in 

social security business. They form the main component of behavioral data [15], and the 

analysis of activities is complicated [24]. We discuss several tasks here. 

1) Activity sequence construction: This involves activity types, activity distribution, 

activity relationships, timeline, and so on. The exploration of these aspects can 

generate useful hints for the construction of activity sequences [23], [120]. 

2) Activity impact modeling: In business, each activity or activity series plays a different 

role, and some activities contribute more than others. Different combinations of 

activity sequences may lead to a variety of outcomes. Before constructing activity 

sequences, there is a need to understand and quantify the outcomes and the impact of 

activities associated with a particular business, e.g., debt occurrence. Measures and 

models need to be developed to specify and differentiate the impact of particular 

activities [23], [24]. 

3) Activity–debt relationship analysis: In the social security domain, the occurrence of 

debt is largely driven by activities or activity sequences. The analysis of relationships 
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between activities and debt [23], [24] aims to determine which activities are more 

sensitive to debt occurrence, how they result in debt (e.g., as a group, or before or 

after the debt occurrence), and to what extent an activity (sequence) leads to debt. 

4) Impact-oriented pattern analysis: While general activity patterns can be identified, 

business people are more interested in those activities that are associated with high 

business impacts, which we call impact-oriented patterns [23], [24]. Mining high 

business impact-oriented patterns is not easy, since it may involve the handling of 

activity imbalance, impact definition, complex pattern types, and the definition of new 

interestingness metrics. 

3.4.3 Customer Risk Analysis 

As a result of having a deep understanding of customers, any customer or customer group can 

be ranked in terms of the risk of causing overpayments. To rate customers requires 

consideration of various scenarios and risk specifications. 

a) Customer profiling [130]: This creates a comprehensive understanding of which 

customer profiles lead to debt at different probability levels, and which profile-based 

factors are more sensitive to which allowance-based debt occurrence. Customer 

profiling needs to be more deeply conducted by scrutinizing customer circumstances, 

distributions, structures, relationships, and their variations. It is worthwhile to analyze 

the relationships between these aspects and debt occurrence and debt impact. 

b) Customer risk rating [126]: While it is known that some customers are more likely to 

be associated with debt occurrence than others, it is advantageous to specify their 

particular risk and risk rate. This is associated with issues, such as risk types, which 

customer-related factors contribute to risk from the perspective of demographics, 

behaviors and change, and time sensitivity to risk occurrences. 

It is also interesting to see whether some customers have a higher probability than others of 

causing debt before they register an allowance, and the key factors causing such a difference. 

Information declared by a customer to the government certainly affects the likelihood of risk 

and debt. We are interested in the relationship between the information declaration level and 

coverage and the risk level. 
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3.4.4 Earnings Analysis 

 Incomes and earnings are particularly sensitive to social security debt and the delivery of 

service objectives. Any deliberate manipulation or unintentional disregard of earnings could 

lead to eventual overpayments. Therefore, earnings analysis not only concerns the 

relationship between what has been declared and the debt occurrence, but also what has been 

under-declared or is missing. 

a) Manipulative declaration analysis: The manipulation of earnings declaration has been 

viewed as one of the key drivers of debt [127], [132]. Earnings may be under-declared 

or neglected in reporting to the government, and the direct detection of manipulative 

declaration is often difficult, since it is not easy to identify the evidence. The 

identification of manipulative declaration needs to capture what a customer reports to 

the government at the initial registration, customer behavioral data, customer 

circumstance changes, family-based behaviors and situation changes, and customer 

activities related to expenses, which is often a very complex issue. 

b) Earnings prediction [132]: While it is difficult to achieve, the prediction of earnings 

for correctly and manipulatively declared customers who are eligible for government 

benefits can assist with the early detection, and thus prevention, of debt. The detection 

of earnings for correctly declared customers is generally more manageable than for 

manipulators. Besides numerical data-based prediction techniques, new prediction 

methods are essential by combinatorially considering customer circumstance changes, 

behaviors, membership data and changes, etc. 

3.4.5 Change Detection 

 In organization–customer interactions, significant changes, occurring either in customer 

circumstances and behaviors, or in business policies and processes, may lead to 

noncompliance, resulting in inconsistencies or even substantial financial losses and damaging 

effects on an organization [131]. For instance, changes in customer demographics may not be 

instantly reflected in relevant business lines, thereby resulting in inconsistencies or 

overpayments. An example is the almost $2 billion Centrelink customer debt, which the 

2007-2008 ANAO audit report [119] concludes that customer debt arose primarily from 
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customers failing to notify Centrelink of changes in circumstances. This is a challenging 

issue. 

a) Customer circumstance change analysis: Customers often experience change in their 

circumstances, e.g., changing their home address or educational status. Any 

significant circumstance change could lead to debt, and the detection and early 

prediction of such significant circumstance changes are critical for managing debt. In 

addition, changes that are associated with specific customer groups are interesting. 

Identifying such groups and their behavior and circumstance changes is useful in 

understanding the reasons for debt occurrence. 

b) Policy change analysis: Some policy changes have been shown to be related to debt 

occurrence. A policy change may affect certain customers’ behaviors and declarations 

and eventually lead to more debt. It is worthwhile to analyze the relationships between 

particular policies (or policy groups), customer behavior changes, declaration 

changes, and debt occurrence. Key issues include the analysis of which policy 

changes are most likely to cause debt, and why that happens. The findings can then be 

used to advise policy changes and to take steps toward customer intervention for 

certain policy changes. 

c) Process change analysis: Similar to policy changes, some process changes are more 

sensitive to debt increases than others. The analysis of relationships between process 

changes and debt changes can alert process makers to intervene in certain process 

changes to prevent associated debt. Similarly, it is helpful to combinatorially analyze 

process changes, customer behavior changes, declaration changes, and debt changes. 

3.4.6 Payment Accuracy Analysis 

As the actual outcome of unfair and wrongly directed social security delivery, the payment 

and debt-centric analysis is designed to discover direct characteristics, distributions, causes, 

and changes associated with debt occurrence. Many aspects can be studied in payment and 

debt analysis; for instance, debt statistics to generate the distribution of debt and the 

dynamics of debt development. 

a) Debt recovery pattern analysis [103], [115] is conducted to analyze patterns of debt-

recovery-related activities. This can be conducted on the recovery activity sequences, 
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time interval distributions for different recoverable groups, recovery speed analysis, 

recoverable customer characteristics, unrecoverable customer circumstance patterns, 

effectiveness of recovery methods on different customer groups, and early recovery 

recommendation. 

b) Debt arrangement pattern analysis [23] analyzes patterns of government 

arrangement-related activities and methods. It is worthwhile to analyze the 

arrangement effectiveness of arrangement methods and intervals in relation to 

different customers or customer groups. With the findings of this research, more 

pertinent arrangement methods and time arrangements can be made for particular 

groups. 

c) Debt repayment pattern analysis [23] is carried out to analyze patterns of debt-

repayment-related activities and repayment groups. This can be through customer 

repayment activity sequences, repayment time interval distributions, repayment 

method distribution, fast–slow repayment characteristics, effectiveness of different 

repayment methods on different groups, and effective repayment recommendations to 

particular groups. 

d) Debt arrangement–repayment analysis [23]: By combining the analysis of debt 

recovery arrangements and customer repayments, more actionable patterns can be 

identified to advise the effective arrangement–repayment combinations for particular 

customer groups to enable more effective recovery. The combinatorial analysis of 

customer circumstances, arrangement methods, repayment methods, intervals, debt 

recovery speed, etc., can lead to very informative intervention rules for debt recovery. 

e) Debt prediction [103], [108], [115] aims to predict which customers or customer 

groups will incur a debt, on which benefit services, and when. By focusing on 

particular customers or customer groups, the task is to predict when, or at what time 

interval, a debt will occur, the likely frequency of debt occurrence, the likely size of 

the debt, and so on. 

f) Driver analysis is for customers with either overpayment or underpayment, or for 

those with misaligned payment between earnings and entitlement. Detection of 

drivers may be conducted from many aspects, such as the differences between over- 

and underpayment groups, changes associated with normal and incorrect payment 
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groups, and behavioral patterns associated with earnings declaration of those 

customers whose income is misaligned with the entitlement. 

3.4.7 Fraud Detection 

Fraud may take place in many aspects of the business. 

a) Allowance fraud [121], [133] is that which takes place on allowances. There are many 

types of allowances that are available for eligible customers from government 

services. A customer cheating the government to obtain an allowance to which they 

are not entitled causes an allowance–customer mismatch fraud. In other cases, an 

eligible customer may cheat the government in order to maximize the amount of 

payment, resulting in overclaim allowance fraud. Allowance fraud detection aims to 

detect the corresponding key factors contributing to allowance-customer mismatch 

frauds and overclaim allowance fraud, and the patterns and reasons that relate to 

them. 

b) Declaration fraud [121], [133] is the fraud that takes place on declarations, which 

may be manipulated by fraudsters. Declaration fraud detection identifies factors, 

scenarios, patterns, and changes of underdeclaration, delayed declaration, and missing 

declaration in terms of allowance types and customer groups. Different allowance 

types and customer groups may experience a variety of declaration patterns. Other 

work includes the prediction of manipulative declarations. 

c) Staff fraud [121], [133] is the acquisition of payments by an employee, for himself or 

herself or for another person, through dishonesty or deception. A staff member may 

create false documents and process false benefit claims against genuine customer 

records. Staff fraud detection seeks to identify key factors, business sections, 

methods, and patterns related to the fraudulent behavior of staff and the impact of 

such behavior. It is often difficult to identify staff fraud because it involves complex 

data, business process, and lack of evidence. 
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4 Positive/Negative Social Security Sequential Rules 

Analysis 

4.1 Positive/Negative Sequential Rules 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Whereas traditional association rule mining [151] and sequential pattern mining [152] deal 

only with the positive relationship between itemsets or events, it might be interesting to 

examine frequent sequential patterns that display a ‘non-occurrence’ of some items – which 

is referred to as negative sequential patterns.  

Although there is a considerable amount of literature dealing with negative association rules 

designed to find such kind of relationships [153,154,155,156], the application of such rules to 

discover negative sequential patterns is seldom mentioned. 

The following sections present an analysis of three types of negative sequential rules as well 

as a new technique to find event-oriented negative sequential rules which involves a study of 

the negative relationship in sequence data defined in two forms:  

 negative sequential patterns (NSP) like a (bc)da e, where a to e are events/items; 

and  

 negative sequential rules (NSR) like A → B, A → B and A → B, where A 

and B are positive sequential patterns composed of items in time order.  

From NSP we can derive sequential rules such as a (bc)d → a e , which we name 

generalized negative sequential rules (GNSR). There are some preliminary works on negative 

sequential pattern mining [157,158,159,160], but collectively it was inefficient for mining 

such patterns.  

To solve the problem the idea of negative sequential rules is developed – whose left and/or 

right sides could be negations of traditional positive sequential patterns; and came up with a 
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new efficient algorithm designed for mining event-oriented negative sequential rules – where 

the right side of a rule is a single event or its negation. The notations are provided in Table 

4.1. 

Table 4-1 Notations 

 

4.1.2 Background and Related Work 

Techniques concerning negative association rules focus principally on finding rules in the 

form of A → B, A → B and A → B, and these are referred to as either confined 

negative association rules [156,154], or generalized negative association rules – the latter 

containing a negation of an item, such as A B C D → E F [155]. 

Whereas the idea of sequential pattern mining is to find frequent patterns in data such as 

transactional data [152], the difference between this and frequent itemset mining is that ‘time 

order’ is taken into account in sequential pattern mining. Some well-known algorithms for 

sequential pattern mining include AprioriALL [152], GSP (Generalized Sequential Patterns) 

[161], FreeSpan [165], PrefixSpan [162], SPADE [163] and SPAM (Sequential Pattern 

Mining) [164].  

With regard to sequential patterns, the non-occurrence of an element may also be interesting. 

For example, in the social welfare environment on which this thesis is based, failing to update 
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a customer record after a change of address has been advised may result in an overpayment to 

that customer and a subsequent debt. Such sequences, that is, those with the non-occurrence 

of elements, are referred to as negative sequential patterns. And while most research on 

sequential patterns is focused on positives, there is some that looks at negative sequential 

patterns. For example: 

 Sun et al [160] proposed negative event-oriented patterns – a negative rule in the form 

of P T→ e, where e is a target event, P is a negative event-oriented pattern, and the 

occurrence of P is unexpected rear in T-sized intervals before target events. It is a 

special case of negative sequential pattern A → B.  

In their work, P is regarded as an ‘existence pattern’ (a frequent itemset without time 

order) instead of a sequential pattern;  

 Bannai et al [157] proposed a method for finding optimal pairs of string patterns to 

discriminate between two sets of strings. The pairs are in the forms of p’  q’ and p’ 

 q’, where p’ is either p or p, q’ is either q or q, and p and q are two substrings. 

Their concern is whether p and q appear in a string s. The substring can be taken as a 

special case of sequential pattern, where the elements in the patterns are continuous; 

 Ouyang and Huang [159] proposed negative sequences as (A, B), ( A,B) and ( A,

B). Their idea is generating frequent itemsets first, based on which both frequent 

and infrequent sequences are found, and then negative sequential patterns are derived 

from infrequent sequences. A drawback of their algorithm is that both frequent and 

infrequent sequences have to be found at the first stage, which demands a large 

amount of space;  

 Lin et al [158] designed an algorithm NSPM (Negative Sequential Patterns Mining) 

for mining negative sequential patterns. In their negative patterns, only the last 

element can be negative and all other elements are positive; and  

 Chen et al [158] designed a technique PNSP (Positive and Negative Sequential 

Patterns Mining) for mining positive and negative sequential patterns in the form of 

(abc (de)(ijk). They proposed some constraints for negative sequential patterns. For 
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example, valid negative sequential patterns do not contain contiguous absence of 

elements and an itemset must be frequent to make it a valid negative itemset. Their 

method is broken into three stages : 

1) all positive sequential patterns are found 

2) all positive itemsets are found, from which all negative itemsets are derived 

and 

3) both positive and negative itemsets are joined to generate candidate negative 

sequential patterns, which are in turn joined iteratively to generate longer 

negative sequences in an Apriori-like way. 

4.1.3 Problem Statement 

4.1.3.1 Negative Sequential Rules 

The negative relationships in transactional data are defined as follows. 

Definition 1 (Negative Sequential Rules (NSR)). A negative sequential rule is in the form of 

A →¬B, ¬A→B or ¬A→¬B, where A and B are positive sequential patterns composed of 

items in time order. 

Definition 2 (Event-oriented Negative Sequential Rules (ENSR)). An event-oriented 

negative sequential rule is a special NSR, where the right side B is a single event, that is, the 

length of B is one. 

Definition 3 (Impact-oriented Negative Sequential Rules (INSR)). An impact-oriented 

negative sequential rule is a special ENSR, where the right side is a predefined target 

outcome T, such as a specific class or a predetermined event. 

Definition 4 (Negative Sequential Patterns (NSP)). A negative sequential pattern is a 

sequence of the occurrence or non-occurrence of items in time order, with at least one 

negation in it. 

Definition 5 (Generalized Negative Sequential Rules (GNSR)). A generalized negative 

sequential rule is in the form of A → B, where one or both of A and B are negative sequential 

patterns. 
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Based on the above definitions, we can get: IGNSR INSR IENSR IINSR, where IGNSR, INSR, 

IENSR and IINSR denotes respectively the sets of the above four kinds of rules. Although an 

INSR looks similar to an ENSR, the former is specially focused on a specific subset of 

ENSRs, so it demands more efficient techniques tailored for its special needs. 

4.1.3.2 Types of Negative Sequential Rules 

Traditional sequential rules are positive sequential rules, which are in the form of A → B, 

where both A and B are positive sequential patterns. It means that pattern A is followed by 

pattern B. We refer to such positive rules as Type I sequential rules. By changing A or/and B 

to its/their negations, we can get the following three types of negative sequential rules: 

– Type II: A →¬B, which means that pattern A is not followed by pattern B; 

– Type III: ¬A → B, which means that if pattern A does not appear, then pattern B will 

occur; and 

– Type IV: ¬A →¬B, which means that if pattern A doesn’t appear, then pattern B will not 

occur. 

For types III and IV whose left sides are the negations of sequences, the meaning of the rules 

is: if A doesn’t occur in a sequence, then B will (type III) or will not (type IV) occur in the 

sequence. That is to say, there is no time order between the left side and the right side. Note 

that A and B themselves are sequential patterns, which makes them different from negative 

association rules. However, if time constraint is considered in sequential rules, the last two 

types of rules may have new meanings, which is out of the scope of this paper. The supports, 

confidences and lifts of the above four types of sequential rules are shown in Table 4.2. In the 

table, P(A&B) denotes the probability of the concurrence of A and B in a sequence, no matter 

which one occurs first, or whether they are interwoven. 
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Table 4-2 Supports, Confidences and Lifts of Four Types of Sequential Rules 

 

4.2 Efficient Mining of Event-oriented Negative Sequential Rules 

A negative sequential rule (NSR) is defined as a rule in the form of A → B, where either or 

both sides of the rule is/are the negations of positive sequential patterns. A negative 

sequential rule with the right side as a single event is referred to as an event-target negative 

sequential rule. Therefore, the target problem is as follows:  

Given a database of sequences and three user-specified parameters, minimum support 

minsupp, minimum confidence minconf and minimum lift minlift, find all event oriented 

negative sequential rules whose support, confidence and lift are no less than minsupp, 

minconf and minlift, respectively. In this work, we consider the case where every transaction 

is composed of one item only. That is, the sequences look like abcad, instead of a{bc}ad, 

where b and c occur in one transaction in the latter case. 

4.2.1 Algorithm for Mining Event-Oriented Negative Sequential Rules 

To discover event-oriented negative sequential rules, SPAM (Sequential Pattern Mining) 

[164] is used as a starting point. Although SPADE and PrefixSpan were also available, 

SPAM is chosen as it uses a vertical bitmap representation of the database and a depth-first 

search strategy for efficient mining of sequential patterns. It also searches the sequence lattice 

in a depth-first way, and candidates of longer sequences Sg  are generated by appending 

frequent items {i} to existing frequent sequences Sa.  

The SPAM algorithm is very efficient in that it uses bitmap to count the frequency of 

sequences and only the nodes in the path to the current node are kept. The candidate 

generation of SPAM is composed of two steps: S-step and I-step. The S-step appends i to Sa, 

which builds a longer sequence Sg = Sa  i. The I-step adds i to the last itemset of Sa, which 
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builds a new sequence of the same length as Sa. Since we consider transactions with only one 

item, an element in a sequence is a single item instead of an itemset. Therefore, only S-step 

from SPAM is used here.  

The frequency of items (L1 sequence) is counted, which is subsequently used for the 

computation of sequential rules. Since the algorithm works with a depth-first search strategy, 

the support of Sa was available in the parent node, while the support of item i was available at 

the very beginning. Because the bitmaps of Sa and i were available at each node for counting 

the support of Sa i (with a bit-wise AND-operation), the support of Sa&i was easily 

derived.  

Figure 4.1 on the following page gives the pseudo code for finding negative sequential rules, 

which is based on the function Find Sequential Patterns() from SPAM. A recursive call goes 

down the search lattice to find sequential rules. For each possible extension i at a level, the 

support is computed with a bit-wise AND of post-processed bitmap with the candidate 

frequent-1 itemset (see lines 2-6). If the result shows that the support is no less than a given 

support threshold, then i is added to the extension list of the node at next level and the 

confidence and lift for positive sequential patterns (Type I) is calculated (see lines 8-14). 

Otherwise, the support, confidence and lift for negative sequential patterns of Types II, III 

and IV is computed (see lines 16-33). If the support, confidence and lift are all above 

predefined thresholds, the corresponding rules are outputted. Then the node at next level is 

checked recursively to find all sequential rules (see line 35). At each level of the sequence 

lattice, only one node is kept in memory, which makes it very space efficient. 
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Figure 4-1 Algorithm for Discovering Event-oriented Negative Sequential Rules 

4.2.2 Experimental Evaluation 

The algorithm (which I refer to as SpamNeg) is implemented with C++ based on the source 

code of the SPAM algorithm from http://himalayatools. sourceforge.net/Spam/ and tested it 

with a synthetic dataset generated with IBM AssocGen Transactional Data Generator. All 
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tests were conducted on a PC with Intel Core 2 CPU of 1.86GHz, 2GB memory and 

Windows XP Professional SP2. The number of items per transaction was set to one when 

generating datasets. We first tested the algorithm on a dataset with 10,000 customers with 50 

items per sequence and the length of maximal patterns as 20.  

The result of setting the minimum supports ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 is shown in Figure 4.2, 

which shows that both SpamNeg and SPAM run faster with larger minimum support because 

the search space becomes smaller. Moreover, SpamNeg needs longer running time than 

SPAM and the extra time is caused by generating negative sequential rules when the support 

of a candidate is less than the support threshold. The scalability of the algorithm was tested 

on datasets with average sequence length as 40, length of maximal patterns as 10. The 

number of customers ranged from 10,000 to 60,000, and the support threshold was set to 0.3.  

 

Figure 4-2 Scalability with Minimum Support 

Figure 4.3 shows the result of the above test. It is clear from the figure that SpamNeg is linear 

with the number of sequences. The running time with varying sequence lengths is also 

shown. 
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Figure 4-3 Scalability with the Number of Sequences 

With a dataset of 100,000 customers, the length of maximal patterns as 20, and the average 

sequence length ranging from 10 to 45, the support threshold is set to 0.2. Fig. 4.4 shows that 

the running time becomes longer with the increase of the average number of items per 

sequence. The running time of the algorithm was also tested on datasets with average length 

of maximal patterns ranging from 5 to 15. Each dataset had 100,000 customers with an 

average sequence length of 30, and the support threshold also set to 0.2. 

 

Figure 4-4 Scalability with the Number of Items per Sequence 

Figure 4.5 shows that the running time decreases slightly with the increase of the average 

length of maximal patterns. 
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Figure 4-5 Scalability with the Average Length of Patterns 

4.2.3 Conclusion 

After defining and deriving the supports, confidences and lifts for negative sequential rules, 

an efficient algorithm is developed for mining event-oriented negative sequential rules based 

on the SPAM algorithm. Our algorithm has been tested on numerous synthetic datasets 

generated with IBM data generator, which shows its efficiency and scalability. The proposed 

algorithm can only find negative sequential rules with a single event on the right side. 

Sometimes it may be interesting to find more generalized negative sequential rules, which 

will be included in our future work. Moreover, negative sequential rules with time constraints 

will also be a part of our future research. 
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4.3 Mining Both Positive and Negative Impact-oriented Sequential Rules from 

Transactional Data 

4.3.1 Mining Impact-Oriented Sequential Rules 

4.3.1.1 Algorithm for Mining Impact-Oriented Sequential Rules 

To discover impact-oriented negative sequential rules, we once more use SPAM (Sequential 

Pattern Mining) [164] as a starting point, as it was demonstrated by Ayres et al. to be more 

efficient than SPADE and PrefixSpan [164]. SPAM is very efficient in that it uses bitmap to 

count the frequency of sequences. It searches the sequence lattice in a depth-first way, and 

candidates of longer sequences Sg are generated by append frequent items {i} to existing 

frequent sequences Sa. The candidate generation of SPAM is composed of two steps: S-step 

and I-step. The S-step appends i to Sa, which builds a longer sequence Sg = Sa i. The I-step 

adds i to the last itemset of Sa, which builds a new sequence of the same length as Sa. In this 

work, we consider transaction with one item only and an element in the sequence is a single 

item, instead of an itemset. Therefore, only S-step from SPAM is used in our technique. 

Figure 4.6 gives the pseudocode for finding impact-oriented negative sequential rules, which 

is based on the function “FindSequentialPatterns” from SPAM [164]. Lines 2-17 show the 

code for appending the target outcome to a sequential pattern and computing the chi-square 

and direction for the derived sequential rule. Lines 2-6 use bitmaps to compute the counts, 

support, confidence and lift for the sequential rule. Lines 7-17 compute the observed 

frequencies and expected frequencies, and then calculate chi-square and direction. Lines 19-

23 generate positive sequential patterns. Lines 25-32 are the S-step of SPAM, which tries to 

extend the sequential pattern at current node by appending an additional item to it. Lines 34-

43 generate three types of negative sequential patterns. 

4.3.1.2  New Metrics for Impact-Oriented Sequential Rules 

Two new metrics, contribution and impact, are designed as follows to select interesting 

impact-oriented sequential rules. 
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Figure 4-6 Pseudocode for Discovering Impact-oriented Negative Sequential Rules 

Definition 6 (Contribution). For a sequential rule P → T, where P is a sequential pattern, assume 

i to be the last item in P. The contribution of i to the occurrence of outcome T in rule P → T 

is  

) T  i \ (Plift 
) T  lift(P P)on(i,contributi                       (1) 

where P \ i denotes the sequential pattern derived by removing i from P. 
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Definition 7 (Impact). For the above rule and i, the impact of i on the outcome in the rule is  

otherwise
Pioncontributi

:1
),(

1
1oncontributi if       :1-P)on(i,contributi

P)impact(i,                (2) 

Contribution shows how much the last item i in the rule contributes to the occurrence of the 

outcome T, and impact measures how much it can change the outcome. Both of them fall in 

[0,+∞). 

4.3.2 Experimental Results 

4.3.2.1 Performance and Scalability 

Our designed algorithm (referred to as INSR) was implemented with C++ based on SPAM 

[164], and its performance and scalability was tested on synthetic datasets generated with 

IBM data generator [152]. All the tests were conducted on a PC with Intel Core 2 CPU of 

1.86GHz, 2GB memory and Windows XP Pro. SP2. The number of items per transaction was 

set to one when generating data. 

Our algorithm was first tested on a dataset with 50,000 customers, 40 items per sequence and 

the length of maximal patterns as 13. The minimum supports range from 0.2 to 0.7, and the 

results are shown in Figure 4.7a. From the figure, both INSR and Spam [164] run faster with 

larger minimum support, because the search space becomes smaller. Moreover, INSR runs 

faster than Spam, and the reason is that, when a pattern A is frequent and A __ T is 

infrequent, INSR doesn’t search A’s children nodes, but Spam continues checking all its 

descendants until it becomes infrequent. 
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Figure 4-7 Scalability with (a) support; (b) the number of sequences; and (c) the length of sequences 
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The scalability with the number of sequences was tested on datasets with average sequence 

length as 30, length of maximal patterns as 11. The number of customers ranges from 10,000 

to 100,000, and the support threshold is set to 0.3. Figure 4.7b shows the result of the above 

test. It’s clear from the figure that INSR is linear with the number of sequences. 

The running time with varying sequence lengths is shown Figure 4.7c, where the datasets 

used have 50,000 customers, with length of maximal patterns as 10, and the average sequence 

length ranging from 10 to 45. The support threshold is set to 0.3. The figure shows that the 

running time becomes longer with the increase of the average number of items per sequence 

and that INSR is almost linear with the length of sequences. 

4.3.2.2 Selected Results in a Case Study 

The proposed technique was applied to the real data from Centrelink, Australia. Centrelink is 

a Commonwealth Government agency distributing social welfare payments to entitled 

customers. For various reasons, customers on benefit payments or allowances sometimes get 

overpaid and these overpayments lead to debts owed to Centrelink. We used impact-oriented 

negative sequential rules to find the relationship between transactional activity sequences and 

debt occurrences, and also find the impact of additional activities on debt occurrence.  

A sample of historical transactional data from July 2007 to February 2008 were used for the 

analysis. After data preprocessing, 15,931 sequences were constructed. 

Minimum support was set to 0.05, that is, 797 out of 15,931 sequences. There are 2,173,691 

patterns generated and the longest pattern has 16 activities. Some selected sequential rules are 

given in Table 4.3, where “DEB” stands for debt and the other codes are activities. 

“Direction” shows whether the pattern is positively (+1) or negatively (-1) associated with 

debt occurrence. 
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Table 4-3 Selected positive and negative sequential rules 

 

Figure 4.8 on page 66 shows an example of discovered growing sequential pattern, 

 

Each point in every chart gives the value for the sequential pattern from the first activity to 

the corresponding activity. All four charts in Figure 4.8 show the growth from “ADV” to 

“ADV ADV” and “ADV ADV CCO”. ADV increases the probability of debt occurrence, 

because its confidence in debt occurrence is 0.395, 1.5 times the likelihood of debt 

occurrence in the whole population (see the first chart). There are 18% of all sequences 

supporting that ADV is followed by debt (see the second chart). As shown in the third chart, 

the two ADVs contributes to debt occurrence, but CCO contributes negatively, as its 

contribution is less than one. The impacts of two ADVs on outcome are different, with the 

first one having larger impact (see the fourth chart).  
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Figure 4-8 A Growing Sequential Pattern “ADV ADV CCO” 

4.3.3 Conclusions 

We have defined impact-oriented negative sequential rules and have designed an efficient 

algorithm for mining such sequential rules. We have also designed two metrics, contribution 

and impact, to measure the effect of an item on the outcome, which help to select interesting 

growing sequential patterns. A case study has been presented to show the effectiveness of the 

proposed technique. 
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5 Predict Debt-related Social Security Activity 

Sequences 

5.1 Problem Statement of Sequence Classification 

Let S be a sequence database, in which each sequence is an ordered list of elements. These 

elements can be either simple items from a fixed set of items, or itemsets, that is, non-empty 

sets of items. The list of elements of a data sequence s is denoted by < s1, s2, …… , sn >, 

where si is the ith element of s. 

Consider two sequences s =< s1, s2, …… , sn > and t =< t1, t2, …… , tm >. We say that s is a 

subsequence of t if s is a “projection” of t, derived by deleting elements and/or items from t. 

More formally, s is a subsequence of t if there exist integers j1 < j2 < . . . < jn such that s1  tj1, 

s2  tj2, . . ., sn  tjn. Note that for sequences of simple items the above condition translates to 

s1 = tj1, s2 = tj2, . . ., sn = tjn. A sequence t is said to contain another sequence s if s is a 

subsequence of t, in the form of s  t. 

5.1.1.1  Frequent Sequential Patterns 

The number of sequences in a sequence database S containing sequence s is called the 

support of s, denoted as sup(s). Given a positive integer min_sup as the support threshold, a 

sequence s is a frequent sequential pattern in sequence database S if sup(s) ≥ min_sup. The 

sequential pattern mining is to find the complete set of sequential patterns with respect to a 

given sequence database S and a support threshold min_sup. 

5.1.1.2  Classifiable Sequential Patterns 

Let T be a finite set of class labels. A sequential classifier is a function 

F : S →T                     (1) 

In sequence classification, the classifier F is built on the base of frequent classifiable 

sequential patterns P. 
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Classifiable Sequential Patterns (CSP) are frequent sequential patterns for the sequential 

classifier in the form of pa  τ, where pa is a frequent pattern in the sequence database S. 

Based on the mined classifiable sequential patterns, a sequential classifier can be formulized 

as 

 

That is, for each sequence s  S, F predicts the target class label of s based on the sequential 

classifier built with the classifiable sequential pattern set P. Suppose we have a classifiable 

sequential pattern set P. A sequence instance s is said to be covered by a classifiable 

sequential pattern p  P if s contains the antecedent pa of the classifiable sequential pattern 

p. 

5.2 Sequence Classification Using both Positive and Negative Sequential 

Patterns 

From the data mining perspective, sequence classification is to build classifiers using 

sequential patterns. To the best of our knowledge, all of the existing sequence classification 

algorithms use positive sequential patterns only. However, the sequential patterns negatively 

correlated to debt occurrence are very important in debt detection. In this section, we first 

introduce negative sequential patterns and then propose a novel technique for sequence 

classification using both negative and positive sequential patterns. 

5.2.1 Discriminative Sequential Patterns 

Given a sequence dataset S and a set of target classes T, a number of frequent classifiable 

sequential patterns need to be discovered for building a sequence classifier. The conventional 

algorithms use only positive sequential patterns to build classifiers. However, negative 

sequential patterns can also contribute to classification. To achieve better classification 

results, we use both negative and positive sequential patterns to build classifiers. 

Furthermore, instead of using the complete set of frequent patterns, we select a small set of 

discriminative classifiable sequential patterns according to Class Correlation Ratio (CCR) 

[166]. 
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CCR measures how much a sequential pattern pa is correlated with the target class τ 

compared to the negative class ¬τ. Based on the contingency table (see Table 5.1), CCR is 

defined as 

 

where corr(pa→ τ) is the correlation between pa and the target class τ, defined as  

 

CCR falls in [0,+∞). CCR = 1 means that the antecedent is independent of the target class. 

CCR < 1 indicates that the antecedent is negatively correlated with the target class, while 

CCR > 1 suggests a positive correlation between them. 

Table 5-1 Feature-Class Contingency Table 

 

In order to use the mined classifiable sequential patterns to build a classifier, we need to rank 

the patterns according to their capability to make correct classification. The ranking is based 

on a weighted score 

 

where M is the maximum Ws of all rules where CCR ≠ 0. 

5.2.2  Building Sequence Classifiers 

Our algorithm for building a sequence classifier with both positive and negative sequential 

patterns is composed of five steps. 
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1) Finding negative and positive sequential patterns using a negative sequential pattern 

mining algorithm, such as our previous techniques [111,116]. 

2) Calculating the frequency, chi-square and CCR of every classifiable sequential pattern, and 

only those patterns meeting support, significance (measured by chi-square) and CCR criteria 

are extracted into the classifiable sequential pattern set P. 

3) Pruning patterns in the obtained classifiable sequential pattern set with the pattern pruning 

algorithm in [167]. The only difference is that, in our algorithm, CCR, instead of confidence, 

is used as the measure for pruning. 

4) Conducting serial coverage test by following the ideas in [168,167]. The patterns which 

can correctly cover one or more training samples in the test are kept for building a sequence 

classifier. 

5) Ranking selected patterns with Ws and building the classifier as follows. Given a sequence 

instance s, all the classifiable sequential patterns covering s are extracted. The sum of the 

weighted score corresponding to each target class is computed and then s is assigned with the 

class label corresponding to the largest sum. 

5.2.3 Case Study 

Our technique was applied in social security to study the relationship between transactional 

activity patterns and debt occurrences and build sequence classifiers for debt detection. 

5.2.3.1   Data 

The data we used is the debt and activity transactions of 10,069 Centrelink customers from 

July 2007 to February 2008. In Centrelink, every single contact (e.g., because of a 

circumstance change) of a customer may trigger a sequence of activities running. As a result, 

large volumes of activity based transactions are recorded in an activity transactional database. 

In the original activity transactional table, each activity has 35 attributes, and we selected four 

of them which are related to this study. These attributes are “Person ID”, “Activity Code”, 

“Activity Date” and “Activity Time”, as shown in Table 5.2. We sorted the activity data 
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according to “Activity Date” and “Activity Time” to construct activity sequences. The debt 

data consists of “Person ID” and “Debt Transaction Date”. 

Table 5-2 Examples of Activity Transaction Data 

 

There are 155 different activity codes in the sequences. Different from supermarket basket 

analysis, every transaction in the application is composed of one activity only. The activities 

in four months before a debt were believed by domain experts to be related to the debt 

occurrence. If there were no debts for a customer during the period from July 2007 to 

February 2008, the activities in the first four months were taken as a sequence associated with 

no debts. After data cleaning and preprocessing, there are 15,931 sequences constructed with 

849,831 activity records in this case study. 
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Table 5-3 Selected Positive and Negative Sequential Rules 

 

5.2.3.2  Results of Negative Sequential Pattern Mining 

Our previous technique on negative sequential rules [116] was used to find both positive and 

negative sequential patterns from the above data. By setting the minimum support to 0.05, 

that is, 797 out of 15,931 sequences, 2,173,691 patterns were generated and the longest 

pattern has 16 activities. From the patterns, 3,233,871 positive and negative rules were 

derived. Some selected sequential rules are given in Table 5.3, where “DEB” stands for debt 

and the other codes are activities. The rules marked by “Type I” are positive sequential rules, 

while others are negative ones. 
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5.2.3.3  Evaluation of Sequence Classification 

The performance of the classifiers using both positive and negative sequential patterns were 

tested and compared with the classifiers using positive patterns only. 

 

In the discovered rules shown in Table 5.3, generally speaking, Type I rules are positive 

patterns and all the other three types are negative ones. However, in the binary classification 

problem in our case study, A →¬DEB can be taken as a positive rule A → c2, where c2 

denotes “no debt”. Therefore, we treated Type I and Type II patterns as positive and Type III 

and Type IV as negative. That is, in the results shown in Tables 5.5–5.8, the traditional 

classifiers (labelled as “Positive”) were built using both Type I and II rules, while our new 

classifiers (labelled as “Neg& Pos”) were built using all four types of rules. However, in 

applications where there are multiple classes, Type II rules are negative. 

By setting the minimum support to 0.05 and 0.1, respectively, we obtained two sets of 

sequential patterns, “PS05” and “PS10”. The numbers of the four types of patterns are shown 

in Table 5.4. There are 775, 175 patterns in “PS10” and 3, 233, 871 patterns in “PS05”. It is 

prohibitively time consuming to do coverage test and build classifiers on so large sets of 

patterns. In this experiment, we ranked the patterns according to Ws. Then, we extracted the 

top 4, 000 and 8, 000 patterns from “PS05” and “PS10” and referred to them as “PS05-4K”, 

“PS05-8K”, “PS10-4K” and “PS10-8K”, respectively. 

Table 5-4 The Number of Patterns in PS10 and PS05 

 

Following this, two groups of classifiers were built. The first group, labelled as “Neg & Pos”, 

were built with both negative and positive patterns (i.e., all four types of rules), and the other 
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group, labelled as “Positive”, were built with positive patterns (i.e., Type I and II rules) only. 

In order to compare the two groups of classifiers, we selected various numbers of patterns 

from the ones passing coverage test to build the final classifiers and the results are shown in 

Tables 5.5-5.8. In the four tables, the first rows show the number of patterns used in the 

classifiers. In Tables 5.7 and 5.8, some results are not available for pattern number as 200 and 

300, because there are less than 200 (or 300) patterns remaining after coverage test. 

From the four tables, we can see that, if built with the same number of rules, in terms of 

recall, our classifiers built with both positive and negatives rules outperforms traditional 

classifiers with only positive rules under most conditions. It means that, with negative rules 

involved, our classifiers can predict more debt occurrences. 

As shown by the results on “PS05-4K” in Table 5.5, our classifiers is superior to traditional 

classifiers with 80, 100 and 150 rules in recall, accuracy and precision. From the results on 

“PS05-8K” shown in Table 5.6, we can see that our classifiers with both positive and 

negatives rules outperforms traditional classifiers with only positive rules in accuracy, recall 

and precision in most of our experiments. Again, it also shows that the recall is much 

improved when negative rules are involved. 

As shown by Tables 5.7 and 5.8, our classifiers have higher recall with 80, 100 and 150 rules. 

Moreover, our best classifier is the one with 60 rules, which has accuracy=0.760, 

specificity=0.907 and precision=0.514. It is better in all the three measures than all traditional 

classifiers given in the two tables. 

One interesting thing we found is that, the number of negative patterns used for building our 

classifiers is very small compared with that of positive patterns (see Table 5.9). Especially for 

“PS05-4K” and “PS05-8K”, the two pattern sets chosen from the mined patterns with 

minimum support=0.05, there are respectively only 4 and 7 negative patterns used in the 

classifiers. However, these several negative patterns do make a difference when building 

classifiers. Three examples of them are given as follows. 
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Some examples of other rules used in our classifiers are 

 

Table 5-5 Classification Results with Pattern Set PS05-4K 

 

Table 5-6 Classification Results with Pattern Set PS05-8K 

 

Table 5-7 Classification Results with Pattern Set PS10-4K 
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Table 5-8 Classification Results with Pattern Set PS10-8K 

 

Table 5-9 The Number of Patterns in the Four Pattern Sets 

 

 

5.3 Debt Detection in Social Security by Adaptive Sequence Classification 

5.3.1 Discriminative Frequent Patterns Boosting 

Given a dataset, the more samples a pattern can correctly classify, the more discriminative the 

pattern is on the dataset. In other words, the more samples a pattern incorrectly classifies, the 

less discriminative the pattern is on the dataset. To make it more statistically significant, the 

definitions of positive contribution ability and negative contribution ability are given as 

follows. 

Definition 5.2 (Positive Contribution Ability). Given a dataset S, the Positive Contribution 

Ability (PCA) of pattern P is the proportion of samples that can be correctly classified by P 

out of all the samples in dataset S. 
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Definition 5.3 (Negative Contribution Ability). Given a dataset S, the Negative 

Contribution Ability (NCA) of pattern P is the proportion of samples that are incorrectly 

classified by P out of all the samples in the dataset S. 

For a classifiable sequential pattern P in the form of pa  τ, PCA of P on S can be denoted as 

 

and NCA of pattern P on S can be denoted as 

 

 

where Sτ and S¬τ represent the subsets of S in which samples are of class τ and are not of 

class τ, respectively. 

Above all, PCA and NCA describe the classification ability of patterns on a given dataset. In 

order to enhance classification performance, it is intuitive to boost the patterns with higher 

PCA and lower NCA, while depress those with lower PCA and higher NCA. Thereafter, a 

measure of Contribution Weight is proposed to measure the discriminative power that a 

pattern contributes to the classification on a dataset. 

Definition 5.4 (Contribution Weight). Given a dataset S, Contribution Weight of a 

classifiable sequential pattern P is the ratio of Positive Contribution Ability PCAS(P) on S 

and Negative Contribution Ability NCAS(P) on S. It can be denoted as 

 

The proposed measure of contribution weight tells the relative discriminative power of a 

classifiable sequential pattern on a given dataset, which is based on the classification 

performance of the pattern on the dataset. According to the definition, contribution weight 

has following characters. 
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– The greater the value of contribution weight is, the more discriminative a pattern is on a 

given dataset, and vice versa. 

– Contribution weight is a measure with regard to a dataset on which classification 

performance is evaluated. 

– Contribution weight is independent of the algorithm that is used for classifiable sequential 

pattern mining, and it does not matter which interestingness measure is used for 

classification. 

Therefore, we introduce contribution weight as a factor to boost the discriminative frequent 

patterns on a certain dataset. The term of Boosted Interestingness Measure is defined as 

follows. 

Definition 5.5 (Boosted Interestingness Measure). For a classifiable sequential pattern P 

with an interestingness measure R, the corresponding Boosted Interestingness Measure on 

dataset S is denoted as 

 

In other words, boosted interestingness measure of a pattern can be regarded as a weighted 

interestingness measure, and the weight tells how much contribution the corresponding 

pattern can make to the classification on the given dataset. Patterns that are more 

discriminative on a given dataset are strongly boosted by higher contribution weights, and 

vice versa. From this point of view, boosted interestingness measure adjusts the original 

interestingness measure so as to make it indicating the discriminative ability of classifiable 

sequential patterns on the given dataset more vividly. 

5.3.2 Adaptive Sequence Classification Framework 

In order to catch up with the pattern variation over time, an adaptive sequence classification 

framework is introduced in this section. The main idea of the adaptive framework is to 

include the latest pattern into the classifier with the proposed boosted interestingness 

measure, so as to improve the classification performance on dataset of near future. 
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As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the initial classifiable sequential pattern set CSP0 is extracted 

from the dataset DS0, and then is used to perform prediction/classification on coming dataset 

DS1 and get the predicted labels L’1. Once L1, the real class labels of dataset DS1, is 

available, interestingness measure of the classifier CSP0 could be refined and CSP0 evolves 

into CSP1 with boosted interestingness measure, which brings the timely trends of patterns in 

dataset DS1 into the classification model. The boosted classifier will be applied to 

continuously coming dataset for prediction/classification. The procedure goes on as dataset 

updates all along, which is generalized in Algorithm 1. The boosted classifier CSPi, i = 1, 2, 

... not only takes the latest pattern variation into the classification model, but also tracks the 

evolvement of the patterns ever since the initial classifier is built. Therefore, the performance 

of classification is expected to outperform that of the initial classifier. 

 

Figure 5-1 Architecture of Adaptive Sequence Classification 
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Figure 5-2 Adaptive Classification Model 

 

Since the adaptive model is based on boosted interestingness measure, it inherits the 

properties of boosted interestingness measure congenitally. To be more precise, it is 

independent of interestingness measure and classifiable sequence mining method. 

5.3.3 Case Study 

The proposed algorithm has been applied in a real world business application in Centrelink, 

Australia. The purpose of the case study is to predict and further prevent debt occurrence 

based on customer transactional activity data. In this section, the dataset used for debt 

prediction in Centrelink is described firstly. Then a pre-experiment is given to evaluate the 

effectiveness of discriminative pattern boosting strategy, followed by the experimental results 

of adaptive sequence classification framework. 

5.3.3.1  Data Description 

The dataset used for sequence classification is composed of customer activity data and debt 

data. In Centrelink, every single contact (e.g., a circumstance change) of a customer may 

trigger a sequence of activities running. As a result, large volumes of activity based 

transactions are encoded into 3-character “Activity Code” and recorded in activity 

transactional files. In the original activity transactional table, each activity has 35 attributes, 

in which 4 attributes are used in the case study. 
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These attributes are “CRN” (Customer Reference Number) of a customer, “Activity Code”, 

“Activity Date” and “Activity Time”, as shown in Table 5.10. We sort the activity data 

according to “Activity Date” and “Activity Time” to construct the activity sequence. The debt 

data consist of the “CRN” of the debtor and “Debt Transaction Date”. In our case study, only 

the activities of a customer before the occurrence of his/her debt are kept for the sequence 

classification. 

Table 5-10 Centrelink Data Sample 

 

5.3.3.2 Effectiveness of Boosting Discriminative Patterns 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of discriminative patterns boosting, two groups of 

experiments are presented in this section. In both groups, we compare the performance of 

classification which uses discriminative pattern boosting strategy with that does not boost 

discriminative patterns. In group (a), the activity sequence data generated from Jul. 2007 to 

Oct. 2007 are used. After data cleaning, there are 6, 920 activity sequences including 210, 

457 activity records used. The dataset is randomly divided into the following 3 portions. 

– Training data(60%): To generate the initial classifier. 

– Evaluation data(20%): To refine classifier. 

– Test data(20%): To test the performance of classification. 
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While in group (b), some data generated in Nov. 2007 is added to the evaluation data and test 

data, expecting to include some pattern variation. 

According to the property of contribution weight, the boosted interestingness measure is 

independent of basic classification. Therefore, we use the classification algorithm proposed in 

our previous work [108] to generate the initial classifier on the training dataset. And we use 

confidence as the base interestingness measure. For classification which uses boosting 

strategy, the evaluation dataset is used to refine the initial classifier, and the refined classifier 

is evaluated on the test dataset. While for the classification that does not boost discriminative 

patterns, we combine training data and evaluation data to generate the initial classifier, and 

then apply the initial classifier to the test dataset for debt prediction. 

 

Figure 5-3 Effectiveness of Discriminative Patterns Boosting 

ROC curve (Receiver Operating Characteristic) is used to plot the fraction of true positives 

vs. the fraction of false positives of each classifier. The best possible prediction method 

would yield a point in the upper left corner or coordinate (0,1) of the ROC space, 

representing 100% sensitivity (no false negatives) and 100% specificity(no false positives). 

Therefore, the more close to the upper left corner the curve is, the better the classification 

method is. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the boosted classifier outperforms the classifier without 

boosting in both experiments. In group (a), training data, evaluation data and test data all 

come from the dataset generated in the same time period. By boosting discriminative patterns 

with evaluation data, classification power of initial classifier is refined by boosting 

discriminative patterns and depressing less discriminative patterns, so it outperforms the 

classification without boosting. As for group (b), since some new data generated in different 

time period is added to the evaluation data and test data, some pattern variation might be 

included in the corresponding dataset. In this circumstance, the proposed boosting strategy 
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notices the pattern variation in the updated dataset, refines the interestingness measure of the 

classifiers with evaluation data, and performs much better in the test data than the classifier 

without boosting.  

In all, the discriminative pattern boosting strategy improves the classification performance, 

especially when the sequence data evolves with pattern variation. 

5.3.3.3  Performance of Adaptive Sequence Classification Framework 

In this subsection, we will evaluate the adaptive sequence classification framework on the 

sequence datasets obtained with a sliding window applied on the activity sequence data. After 

applying sliding window on the sequences generated from Jul. 2007 to Aug. 2008, we get 11 

windows listed in Table 5.11. 

Table 5-11 Data Windows 

 

Following the framework proposed in Section 4, the classification in our previous work [108] 

is firstly applied on W0 and the initial classifier CSP0 is generated. By discriminative pattern 

boosting with W1, CSP0 is refined to CSP1 and then is applied to make debt prediction on W2. 

Here we still use confidence as the base interestingness measure. The debt prediction 

performance on W2 is illustrated in the first graph in Fig. 5.3. Thereafter, CSP1 is boosted 

with sequence data in W2, and the generated CSP2 is applied on W3 to predict debt 

occurrence. As the procedure goes on continuously, the debt prediction performance on all 

the following windows are listed in Fig. 5.3, which is represented by the ROC curves labelled 
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Adaptation all along. In order to evaluate the performance of adaptive sequence classification 

framework, debt prediction on each window is also performed with initial classifier CSP0, 

whose performance is denoted by the ROC curves labelled No adaptation. According to Fig. 

5.3, we can tell that the proposed adaptive framework outperforms the initial classifier in debt 

prediction on continuously coming datasets. Since the classifier is continuously updated with 

the latest data, it catches up the pattern variation in the new dataset and then works well on 

the debt prediction on the oncoming dataset. Meanwhile, we apply CSP1, which is boosted 

once based on initial classifier, to each of the windows and get the performance denoted by 

the curves labelled Adaptation once. The classifier boosted once still outperforms the initial 

classifier. While it does not contain the pattern information in the latest datasets, its 

performance is always worse than that of Adaptation all along strategy. 

 

Figure 5-4 RoC curves of Adaptive Sequence Classification Framework 

Above all, the conclusion could be drawn that our proposed adaptive sequence classification 

framework updates the classifier with new data, includes the sequence pattern variation in the 

new data, and performs effectively on the continuously arriving data. 
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5.4 Customer Activity Sequence Classification for Debt Prevention in Social 

Security 

5.4.1 Interestingness Measure 

Suppose there is a pattern A  B, there are three key properties (KP) and five other 

properties (OP) for a good interestingness measure (M) [169]. Basically, a good measure 

should satisfy the following three key properties: 

 KP1: M = 0 if A and B are statistically independent; 

 KP2: M monotonically increases with P(A,B) when P(A) and P(B) remain the same; and 

 KP3: M monotonically decreases with P(A) (or P(B)) when the rest of the parameters 

(P(A,B) and P(B) or P(A)) remain unchanged. 

Furthermore, there are five other properties. A measure should satisfy them or not depending 

on different conditions. The five properties are: 

 OP1: symmetry under variable permutation; 

 OP2: row/column scaling invariance; 

 OP3: antisymmetry under row/column permutation; 

 OP4: inversion invariance; and 

 OP5: null invariance. 

In this thesis, we aim to find the sequential patterns that either positively or negatively relate 

to a class. To this end, the interestingness measures should satisfy three key properties plus 

OP3, that is, they should distinguish positive and negative correlations of a table. 

The Class Correlation Ratio (CCR)[166] is used as the principal interestingness measure 

since it meets the above requirements. The Class Correlation Ratio (CCR) can be defined 

given a contingency table shown in Table 5.12. 
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Table 5-12 2 by 2 Feature-Class Contingency Table 

 

Class correlation ratio is to measure how correlated the sequential pattern pa is with the target 

class τ compared to negative class ¬τ. It employs the following formula –  

 

and here we display the correlation between pa and the target class τ –  

 

CCR falls in [0,+∞). CCR = 1 means the antecedent is independent of the target class. CCR < 

1 means the antecedent is negatively correlated with the target class. CCR > 1 means the 

antecedent is positively correlated with the target class. Obviously, CCR can distinguish 

whether a pattern is positively and negatively correlated to a target class. Also, it is a 

asymmetric measure to differentiate the target class from antecedent sequential patterns. 

5.4.2 Sequence Classification 

Given a sequence database S and a set of target class T, the conventional method to build 

sequential classifier is to mine for the complete set of patterns with respect to a given support 

threshold min sup. Then, a number of processes are adopted to work on the large sequential 

pattern set to select the discriminative patterns for the classification. 
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In our algorithm we do not follow conventional algorithms to mine for the complete set of 

classifiable sequential pattern set. Instead, we build the sequential classifier in a hierarchical 

way as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

The outline of the hierarchical sequence classification algorithm is as follows: 

1) Applying sequential pattern mining algorithm on the input dataset. Instead of calculating 

support and confidence of each candidate pattern, the algorithm in this paper calculates the 

frequency of each classifiable sequential pattern and the corresponding CCR. Since CCR = 1 

means the antecedent is independent of the target class, only the patterns with CCR > 1 + m1 

or CCR < 1−m2 are selected as the candidate classifiable sequential patterns. Here m1 and m2 

are predefined margins. Aggressive strategy is used in our frequent sequential pattern mining 

stage, which is illustrated in Subsection 5.1. 

2) After the sequential patterns are discovered, pattern pruning is implemented on the 

classifiable sequential pattern set. We follow the pattern pruning algorithm in [167]. The only 

difference is, in our algorithm, CCR is used as the measure for pruning instead of confidence. 

The brief introduction of our pruning algorithm is shown in Subsection 5.2. 

3) Conduct serial coverage test following the ideas in [167,168]. The patterns which can 

correctly cover at least one training sample in the serial coverage test form the first level of 

sequential classifier. Please see Subsection 5.3 for the description of the serial coverage test. 

4) Since aggressive pattern mining strategy is used in sequential pattern mining step, only a 

small number of classifiable sequential patterns are discovered at the first level. Hence in the 

serial coverage test, a large portion of training samples may not be covered by the mined 

classifiable sequential patterns. These training samples are fed back to Step 1). With updated 

parameters, sequential pattern mining is again implemented. After pattern pruning and 

coverage test (Step 2) to Step 3)), the samples that still cannot be covered are fed back for 

sequential pattern mining until the predefined thresholds are reached or all samples are 

covered. The classifiable sequential patterns mined from each loop form the sequential 

classifier at each level. 

5) The final sequential classifier is the hierarchical one consisting of the above sub-classifiers 

at different levels. 
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Figure 5-5 Hierarchical sequence classification algorithm 

 

5.4.2.1  Sequential Pattern Mining 

It is known that support is an anti-monotonic measure. The monotonics can dramatically 

reduce the searching space in frequent pattern mining algorithms. However, the general idea 

of a pattern being correlated to a target class is not anti-monotonic. To avoid examining the 

entire space, we use search strategies that ensure the concept of being potentially interesting 

is antimonotonic. That is, pa → c might be considered as potentially interesting if and only if 

all {p’a → c|p’a  pa} have been found to be potentially interesting. In this algorithm, we 

select a new item in such a way that it makes a significant positive contribution to the pattern, 

when compared to its all generalisations. The pattern pa → c is potentially interesting only if 

the test passes for all generalisations. This effectively tells us that, when compared to the 

generalisations, all of the items in the antecedent of the pattern make a significant positive 

contribution to the patterns associated with the target class. This technique prunes the search 

space most aggressively, as it performs |pa| tests per rule, where | · | is the length of a pattern. 
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5.4.2.2 Pattern Pruning 

In this thesis, two pattern pruning techniques are used to reduce the size of the mined 

sequential pattern set. The first technique is redundancy removal. We use general and high 

ranking patterns to prune more specific and low ranking patterns. Here the ranking is based 

on the weighted score which is defined as follows: 

 

where M is a predefined integer for the maximum value of the CCR in the algorithm.  

Suppose two sequences pi and pj are in the mined sequential pattern set P. If the following 

conditions are met, the pattern pj is pruned. 

 

The second pruning technique is significance testing. For each pattern pa → c, we test 

whether pa is significantly correlated with c by χ2 testing. Only the χ2 value of a pattern 

greater than a threshold (in this thesis, 3.84) is kept for further processing. All the other 

patterns are pruned. 

5.4.2.3  Coverage Test 

The serial coverage test is invoked after patterns have been ranked as above. Only the 

sequential patterns that cover at least one training sample not covered by a higher ranked 

pattern are kept for later classification. For each sorted sequential pattern starting from the 

top ranked one s1, a pass over the training data set to find all objects that match s1 is 

performed. Once training objects covered by s1 are located, they are removed from the 

training data set and s1 is inserted into the sub-classifier. The process repeats for the 

remaining ordered patterns until all training objects are covered or all sorted patterns have 

been checked. If a pattern is unable to cover at least a single training object, then it will be 

discarded. 
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5.4.2.4  Weighted Classifier 

After serial coverage test, we have a set of sequential patterns to build the sub-classifier at 

each level of the final classifier. In this paper, we follow two strategies to build each sub-

classifier as follows. 

 Highest weighted score (CCRhighest). Given a sequence instance s, the class label 

corresponding to the classifiable sequential pattern with highest weighted score is 

assigned to s. 

 Multiple weighted scores (CCRmulti). Given one sequence instance s, all the classifiable 

sequential patterns at one level covering s are extracted. It is not difficult to compute the 

sum of the weighted score corresponding to each target class. The class label 

corresponding to the largest weighted score sum is assigned to s. 

5.4.2.5 Classifier Testing 

When the hierarchical classifier is built, it can be used for the prediction of the target class on 

a sequence database, which is also conducted in a hierarchical way. Suppose there is a 

sequence instance s. Firstly, sub-classifier on the first level is used to test on s. If s can be 

covered by the sub-classifier, the target class of s is predicted following the proposed 

algorithms CCRhighest or CCRmulti. Otherwise s is input to the next level to test whether it is 

covered by the next sub-classifier until the last level. Since the prediction is also implemented 

in a hierarchical way, the coverage test is not needed to be done on the whole classifiable 

sequential pattern set. Hence the efficiency of prediction is also improved in our algorithm. 

5.4.3 Case Study 

The proposed algorithm has been applied in a real world business application in Centrelink, 

Australia. The purpose of the case study is to predict and further prevent debt occurrence 

based on the customer transactional activity data. 

The dataset used for the sequence classification is 1006 J. Comput. Sci. & Technol., Nov. 

2009, Vol.24, No.6 composed of customer activity data and debt data. In Centrelink, every 

customer contact (e.g., a circumstance change) will trigger a sequence of activities. As a 

result, large volumes of activity-based transactions are recorded in activity transactional files. 
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In the original activity transactional table, each activity has 35 attributes, of which 4 are used 

in the case study. These attributes are “CRN” (Customer Reference Number) of a customer, 

“Activity Code”, “Activity Date” and “Activity Time” of each activity respectively shown in 

Table 5.13. We sort the activity data according to “Activity Date” and “Activity Time” to 

construct the activity code sequence. The debt data consist of the “CRN” of the debtor and 

“Debt Transaction Date”. In our case study, only the activities of a customer before the 

occurrence of a debt are kept for the sequence classification task. After data cleaning, there 

are 15 931 activity sequences including 849 831 activity records used. 

Table 5-13 Samples of Centrelink Activity Data 

 

In this case study, we build a three-level hierarchical classifier. The thresholds of CCR at the 

three levels are as follows. 

 

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, we implement another algorithm 

CCRCMAR which is similar to CMAR[167]. CCRCMAR is also implemented in our hierarchical 

framework. At each level, the sub-classifier is trained using a weighted χ2 on multiple 

patterns. We compare the accuracy of CCRCMAR to our proposed algorithms CCRhighest and 

CCRmulti at difference min sup levels. The results are shown in Table 5.14. Note that in all of 

our experiments, 60% of the dataset is extracted as a training set while the remainder is used 
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as a testing set. Maintaining the ratio of training and testing sets but randomly dividing them, 

we test the built classifier for five times. In Table 5.14, at all min sup levels, CCRmulti 

outperforms CCRhighest. This result again verifies that the classifier constructed from only 

using the highest ranking pattern for one instance suffers from overfitting. Between the two 

algorithms both using multiple patterns for one instance, CCRmulti and CCRCMAR, we can see 

that CCRmulti outperforms CCRCMAR at all min sup levels. When min sup becomes greater, the 

difference between the two algorithms increases, which means our algorithm is more robust 

than CCRCMAR when less patterns are discovered for classification.  

Table 5-14 Performance of Different Algorithms 

 

In order to compare the efficiency of our algorithm and conventional algorithms, we also 

implement the standard sequential mining algorithm using SPAM[164]. In our case study, 

SPAM takes too long time if min sup < 5%. So we mined for two sets of sequential patterns, 

with min_sup = 5% and min_sup = 10%, which are called “PS05” and “PS10”respectively. 

When min_sup = 5%, the number of the mined patterns is 2,173,691. In the coverage test, we 

would check whether a pattern covering each sample. Suppose we have 15,931 sequences. 

The total number of the possible checking between the sequence data and the mined 

sequential patterns with min sup =5% is 2173691 × 15931 × 0.05 = 1.73 × 109. When min 

sup = 10%, the number of the mined patterns is 773,724. And the total number of possible 

matching between the sequence data and the sequential patterns is 773724 × 15931 × 0.1 = 

1.12 × 109. Even after pattern pruning, it is still inhibitorily time-consuming to implement 

serial coverage test and build classifier on such a large set of patterns. In this experiment, we 

ranked the patterns according to their CCRs and extracted the first 4000 and 8000 patterns 

from “PS10” and “PS05” and called them “PS10-4K”, “PS05-4K”, “PS10-8K” and “PS05-

8K” respectively. Hence we have four classifiers built on the above four sequential pattern 

sets. The comparison to our classifiers CCRmulti at min sup = 5% and at min sup = 10% is 

shown in Table 5.15. In Table 5.15, the “No. Patterns” is the number of the patterns obtained 
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from sequential pattern mining stage. The “Accuracy” is the accuracy of each classifier on 

the same testing dataset. 

Table 5-15 Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm to Conventional Algorithm 

 

For the convenience of presentation, we call the algorithm based on SPAM “CCRSPAM”. We 

have the following two findings from Table 5.15. Firstly, the accuracy of classifier increases 

when min sup decreases and the number of patterns increases. This finding happens on both 

our algorithm and CCRSPAM. Actually this finding is also proven by Table 5.14. When the 

min sup decreases from 10% to 1%, the accuracy of the classifiers will increase 

monotonically. Secondly, the proposed algorithm outperforms CCRSPAM even though it uses 

much less patterns than CCRSPAM. When min sup = 10%, there are only 208 patterns mined 

in our algorithm while the accuracy is 66.7%. Even 8000 patterns are selected for building 

the sequential classifier in CCRSPAM, the accuracy is 65.7% while the accuracy decreases to 

64.7% when input pattern number is 4000. When min sup = 5%, we have the similar finding 

with a little bigger difference in the classifier accuracy.  

From this experiment we can see that our algorithm outperforms CCRSPAM in both efficiency 

and accuracy. We believe that one of the reasons for the improvement in accuracy is that our 

algorithm uses less redundant sequential patterns. 
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6 Mining Combined Social Security Patterns 

6.1 Introduction 

The notion of association rules [151] was proposed 15 years ago and is widely used today. 

However, as large numbers of association rules are often produced by association mining, it 

can sometimes be very difficult for users to not only understand such rules, but also find them 

a useful source of knowledge to apply to their business processes. Therefore, to present 

associations in an interesting and effective way, and in order to find actionable knowledge 

from resultant association rules, a novel idea of combined patterns is proposed. Combined 

patterns comprise combined association rules, combined rule pairs and combined rule 

clusters. 

A combined association rule is composed of multiple heterogeneous itemsets from different 

datasets, while combined rule pairs and combined rule clusters are built from combined 

association rules. The proposed combined patterns provide more interesting knowledge and 

more actionable results than traditional association rules. The contributions of this paper are: 

1) a definition of combined patterns, including combined rules, combined rule pairs and 

combined rule clusters; 2) interestingness measures designed for combined patterns; 3) two 

kinds of redundancy (i.e., rule redundancy and rule pair redundancy) identified for combined 

patterns; and 4) an experimental evaluation of the proposed technique on real-life data. 

6.2 Related Work 

There are often too many association rules discovered from a dataset and it is necessary to 

conduct post-processing before a user is able to study the rules and identify interesting ones 

from them. There are many techniques proposed to summarize and/or post-analyze the 

learned association rules [170,171]. Hilderman et al. proposed to characterize itemsets with 

information from external databases, e.g., customer or lifestyle data [172]. Their technique 

works by firstly mining frequent itemsets from transactional data and then partitioning each 

frequent itemset according to the corresponding characteristic tuple. This method likely 

results in a large number of rules when many characteristics are involved, with every 

characteristic having multiple values. Liu and Hsu proposed to rank learned rules by 
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matching against expected patterns provided by user [173]. Rule_Similarity and 

Rule_Difference are defined to compare the difference between two rules based on their 

conditions and consequents, and Set_Similarity and Set_Difference are defined to measure 

the similarity between two sets of rules. The learned rules are ranked by the above 

similarity/difference and then it is up to the user to identify interesting patterns. In another 

work, Liu et al. proposed to mine for class association rules and build a classifier based on 

the rules [168]. With their rule generator, the rule with the highest confidence is chosen from 

all the rules having the same conditions but different consequents. Liu et al. also proposed 

direction setting rules to prune and summarize association rules [171]. Chi-square (χ2) test is 

used to measure the significance of rules and insignificant ones are pruned. The test is then 

used again to remove the rules with “expected directions”, that is, the rules which are 

combinations of direction setting rules. Zaiane and Antonie studied strategies for pruning 

classification rules to build associative classifiers [174]. Their idea selects rules with high 

accuracy based on the plot of correct/incorrect classification for each rule on the training set. 

Lent et al. proposed to reduce the number of learned association rules by clustering [170]. 

Using two-dimensional clustering, rules are clustered by merging numeric items to generate 

more general rules. 

6.3 The Problem 

The example that follows illustrates the target problem. Suppose that there are two datasets, 

transactional dataset and customer demographic dataset (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2), where 

“Churn” is the behaviour of a customer’s switching from a company to another. In the 

following analysis, campaigns “d” and “e” are ignored to make the result easy to read. The 

traditional association rules discovered are shown in Table 6.3, and the four rules with lift 

greater than one are F → Y, M → N, a → Y and c → N. If partitioning the whole population 

into two groups, male and female, based on the demographic data in Table 6.2, and then 

mining the two groups separately, some rules are shown in Table 6.4, where Lift1 and Lift2 

denote respectively the lift of the first/second part of the left side, and Irule is the 

interestingness of the combined rule. The definitions of the three measures will be given in 

Section 4.2. We can see from Table 6.4 that more rules with high confidence and lift can be 

found by combining the rules from two separate datasets. 
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Table 6-1 Transactional Data 

 

Table 6-2 Customer Demographic Data 

 

Table 6-3 Traditional Association Rules 

 

Table 6-4 Combined Association Rules 
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Table 6-5 Combined Rule Pairs 

 

Although all the rules in Table 6.4 are of the same confidence and lift, their interestingness 

values are not the same, which is shown by the last column Irule. For example, for the first 

rule in Table 6.4, F  a → Y, its interestingness Irule is 0.8, which indicates that the rule is 

not interesting at all. The explanation is that its lift is the same as the lift of a → Y (see Table 

6.3), which means that F contributes nothing in the rule. Therefore, our new measures are 

more useful than the traditional confidence and lift. 

It is more interesting to organize the rules into contrasting pairs shown in Table 6.5, where 

Ipair is the interestingness of the rule pair. P1 is a rule pair for male group, and it shows that a 

is associated with churn but b with stay. P1 is actionable in that it suggests b is a preferred 

action/policy to keep male customers from churning. Moreover, male customers should be 

excluded when initiating campaign a. P2 is a rule pair with the same campaign but different 

demographics. With the same action b, male customers tend to stay, but female tend to churn. 

It suggests that b is a preferable action for male customers but an undesirable action for 

female customers. 

From the previous example, we can see that rule pairs like P1 and P2 provide more 

information and are more useful and actionable than traditional simple rules shown in Table 

6.3 and in this thesis they are referred to as combined patterns. A straightforward way to find 

the rules in Table 6.4 is to join Tables 6.1 and 6.2 in a pre-processing stage and then apply 

traditional association rule mining to the derived table. Unfortunately, it is often infeasible to 

do so in many applications where a dataset contains hundreds of thousands of records or 

more. Moreover, the rule clusters which organize related rules together are more useful and 

actionable than individual rules. To find the above useful knowledge like P1 and P2, a novel 

idea of combined patterns will be proposed in the next section. 
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6.4 Combined Pattern Mining 

In this section we provide definitions of combined association rules and combined rule 

pairs/clusters, and then present their interestingness and redundancy. 

6.4.1  Definitions of Combined Patterns 

Combined patterns take forms of combined association rules, combined rule pairs and 

combined rule clusters, which are defined as follows. 

Definition 1 (Combined Association Rule). Assume that there are k datasets Di (i = 1..k). 

Assume Ii to be the set of all items in datasets Di and i ≠ j, Ii ∩ Ij = . A combined 

association rule R is in the form of 

A1  A2  ...  Ak → T                                    (1) 

where Ai  Ii (i = 1...k) is an itemset in dataset Di, T≠  is a target item or class and i, j, i ≠ 

j, Ai ≠   ,  Aj ≠   

For example, A1 can be a demographic itemset, A2 can be a transactional itemset on 

marketing campaign, A3 can be an itemset from a third-party dataset, and T can be the loyalty 

level of a customer. The combined association rules are then further organized into rule pairs 

by putting similar but contrasting rules together as follows. 

Definition 2 (Combined Rule Pair). Assume that R1 and R2 are two combined rules and that 

their left sides can be split into two parts, U and V, where U and V are respectively itemsets 

from IU and IV (I = {Ii}, IU  I, IV I, IU≠ , IV≠  and IU ∩ IV = ). If R1 and R2 share a 

same U but have different V and different right sides, then they build a combined rule pair P 

as 

 

where U ≠ , V1 ≠ , V2 ≠ , T1 ≠ , T2 ≠ , U ∩V1 = , U∩V2 = , V1∩V2 =  and T1 ∩ T2 

= . 
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A combined rule pair is composed of two contrasting rules, which suggests that for customers 

with same characteristics U, different policies/campaigns, V1 and V2, can result in different 

outcomes, T1 and T2. Based on a combined rule pair, related combined rules can be organized 

into a cluster to supplement more information to the rule pair. 

Definition 3 (Combined Rule Cluster). A combined rule cluster C is a set of combined 

association rules based on a combined rule pair P, where the rules in C share a same U but 

have different V in the left side. 

 

where U ≠ ; i, Vi ≠ , Ti ≠ , U ∩ Vi = ; and i ≠ j, Vi ∩ Vj = . 

The rules in cluster C have the same U but different V, which makes them associated with 

various results T. Note that two rules in a cluster may have a same T. For example, assume 

that there is a rule pair P and a rule cluster C is built based on P by simply adding a third rule 

as follows. 

 

From P, we can see that V1 is a preferable policy for customers with characteristics U. 

However, if for some reason, policy V1 is inapplicable to the specific customer group, P is no 

longer actionable in that it provides little knowledge on how to prevent the customers from 

switching to another company. Fortunately, rule cluster C suggests that another policy V3 can 

be employed to retain those customers. 

6.4.2   Interestingness Measures for Combined Patterns 

Traditional interestingness measures contribute little to selecting actionable combined 

patterns, because they are limited to the traditional simple association rules. Based on 

traditional supports, confidences and lifts, two new lifts are designed as follows for 
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measuring the interestingness of combined association rules. 

 

 

LiftU(U  V → T ) is the lift of U with V as a precondition, which shows how much U 

contributes to the rule. Similarly, LiftV (U  V → T) gives the contribution of V in the rule. 

Based on the above two new lifts, the interestingness of combined association rules is defined 

as 

 

 

Irule indicates whether the contribution of U (or V ) to the occurrence of T increases with V 

(or U) as a precondition. Therefore, “Irule < 1” suggests that U  V → T is less interesting 

than U → T and V → T. The value of Irule falls in [0,+∞). When Irule > 1, the higher Irule is, the 

more interesting the rule is.  

Irule works similarly as direction setting (DS) rules proposed by Liu et al. [171]. The 

difference is that their method gives a qualitative judgement on a rule whether it is a DS rule 

or not, while Irule is a quantitative measure of the interestingness of a rule. Irule measures how 

much is the unexpectedness of a combined rule against traditional simple association rules. 

Interestingness of Combined Rule Pairs and Clusters. Suppose that P is a combined rule 

pair composed of R1 and R2 (See Formula 2), the interestingness of the rule pair P is defined 

as  

Ipair(P) = LiftV (R1) LiftV (R2) dist(T1, T2)                         (10) 
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where dist(·) denotes the dissimilarity between two descendants. It is sometimes written as 

Ipair(R1,R2) in this paper. For class with nominal values, such as “Pass” and “Fail”, the 

dissimilarity can be defined as zero for two same descendants and as 1 for two different 

descendants. For ordinal class levels, such as “Outstanding, Excellent, Good, Satisfactory, 

Fail”, the similarity between “Outstanding” and “Fail” can be set to 1 and that between 

“Excellent” and “Good” can be set to 0.25. Ipair measures the contribution of the two different 

parts in antecedents to the occurrence of different classes in a group of customers with the 

same demographics or the same transaction patterns. Such knowledge can help to design 

business campaigns and improve business process. The value of Ipair falls in [0,+∞). The 

larger Ipair is, the more interesting a rule pair is. 

For a rule cluster C composed of n combined association rules R1, R2, . . . , Rn, its 

interestingness is defined as 

 

The definition of Icluster that we have provided indicates that interesting clusters are the rule 

clusters with interesting rule pairs, and the other rules in the cluster provide additional 

information. Same as Ipair, the value of Icluster also falls in [0,+∞). 

The interestingness of combined rule pair and cluster is decided by both the interestingness of 

rules and the most contrasting rules within the pair/cluster. A cluster made of contrasting 

confident rules is interesting, because it explains why different results occur and what to do to 

produce an expected result or avoid an undesirable consequence. 

Selecting Combined Patterns. With the above interestingness measures, actionable 

combined patterns will be selected. First, the interesting combined rules are selected from the 

learned rules with support, confidence, lift, LiftU, LiftV and Irule. Second, the rules with high 

support and confidence are organized into pairs and then the pairs are ranked with Ipair to find 

contrasting rule pairs. Finally, related rules are added to selected rule pairs to build rule 

clusters. 

Combined patterns are “actionable” in that: 1) for a single rule, Liftv measures the 

contribution of V to the result, which may suggest that V can be used to produce an expected 
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outcome; and 2) the difference in the left hand of contrasting rules within a cluster explains 

why different results occur and how to get an expected result or avoid an undesirable 

consequence. 

6.4.3 Redundancy in Combined Patterns 

There are two kinds of redundancy in combined patterns: 1) the redundancy of combined 

rules within a rule cluster, and 2) the redundancy of combined rule pairs, which are defined as 

follows. 

Definition 4 (Redundant Combined Association Rule). Let C be a combined association 

rule cluster, and R : U  V → T and R’ : U  V’ → T’ be two combined rules in C, R  C, 

R’  C. R is redundant if V’  V , T’ = T , Lift (R’) ≥ Lift (R), LiftU(R’) ≥ LiftU(R), LiftV 

(R’) ≥ LiftV (R) and Irule(R’) ≥ Irule(R). 

Definition 5 (Redundant Combined Rule Pair). A combined rule pair P is redundant if: 1) 

there exists a rule pair P’ with Ipair(P’) ≥ Ipair(P); and 2) for each R : U  V → T  P, 

there exists a rule R’ : U’  V ‘ → T’  P’ with U’  U, V’  V , T’= T , Lift(R’) ≥ Lift (R), 

LiftU(R’) ≥ LiftU(R), LiftV (R’) ≥ LiftV (R) and Irule(R’) ≥ Irule(R). 

Our method for removing the two kinds of redundancy of combined patterns is composed of 

the following two steps. 

1. Removing redundant rules in each rule cluster. This step is similar to the traditional way of 

removing redundant association rules, but only the redundancy within each rule cluster is 

removed here. Within each rule cluster C with the same U, each rule R  C is checked to see 

whether there exist a rule R_ in the same cluster with the same T and greater confidence, Lift, 

LiftU, LiftV and Irule and V’  V. If yes, then R is removed from C as a redundant rule. 

2. Pruning redundant rule pairs. This step reduces the number of rule pairs. For two rule pairs 

P and P’, if, for each rule R  P, there exists a rule R’  P’ with the same T and greater 

confidence, Lift, LiftU, LiftV and Irule, where U’ and V’ in R’ is are respectively subsets of U 

and V in R, then all the rules in P are redundant with respect to P’, and P is a redundant rule 

pair in terms of P’. So P will be removed to reduce the number of rule pairs. 
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6.5  A Case Study 

The technique we propose was tested with real-life data in Centrelink, a Commonwealth 

Government agency delivering a range of services to the Australian community. The data 

used was customer debts raised in calendar year 2006 and corresponding customer 

circumstances data and transactional arrangement / repayment data in the same year. The 

cleaned sample data contained 355,800 customers and their demographic attributes, as well as 

individual debt repayment arrangements. The aim was to find the association between 

demographics, arrangement/repayment methods and the class of customers, which could be 

used to recover debts as early as possible. 

We discovered combined patterns in four steps. Firstly, the transactional data (with 

arrangements and repayments) was mined for frequent patterns. Secondly, the whole 

population was partitioned into groups by frequent transactional patterns. Thirdly, the 

demographic data of each customer group was mined for association rules. And lastly, 

combined patterns were generated by combining the above results. The minimum support 

was set to 20 (in the count of customers instead of percentage) and the minimum confidence 

was set to 60%. To discover interesting combined rules, we set Lift > 1, LiftU > 1, LiftV > 1, 

Ipair > 1 and Irule > 1, and to discover interesting combined rule clusters, the selected rules 

were organized into clusters, with the rule clusters then ranked by Icluster. 

Generally speaking, to prune redundancy in association rules, when two rules have the same 

confidence and one rule is more general than the other, preference was given to the shorter 

one. Nevertheless, when analyzing the rules discovered in this exercise, we found that 

because some rules were on almost the same group of customers, business experts tended to 

prefer longer rules which provided more detailed information concerning the overall 

characteristics of the group. Therefore, in this case study, those rules with confidence less 

than 1.05 times that of more specific rules were removed as redundant rules and the same was 

done to remove redundant rule clusters. 
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Table 6-6 Traditional Association Rules 

 

Table 6-7 Selected Combined Rules 

 

 There were 7,711 association rules before removing redundancy of combined rules. After 

removing redundancy of combined rules, 2,601 rules were left, which built up 734 combined 

rule clusters. After removing redundancy of combined rule clusters, 98 rule clusters with 235 

rules remained, which was within the capability of human beings to read. The traditional 

association rules we discovered from transactional data are given in Table 6.6. Some selected 

combined patterns are shown respectively in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. In the two tables, columns 

LU and LV stand for LiftU and LiftV, respectively. 

In Table 6.7, r1: “Age:65+, arrangement=withholding and irregular, repayment=withholding 

→ C” has a high Irule of 2.91. “Lift of U → C” indicate that the lifts of “Age:65+ → C” is 

0.85, which suggests that “Age:65+” is negatively associated with “C”. However, LiftU = 

2.47 suggests that, under “arrangement=withholding and irregular, repayment=withholding”, 

“Age:65+” becomes positively associated with “C”. Moreover, LiftV is greater than “Lift of 

V → C”, which suggests that the contribution of the specific arrangement and repayment to 

the occurrence of “C” also increases in customer group “Age:65+”. What’s more, Lift = 3.40 

also suggests that the combination of “Age:65+” and “arrangement=withholding and 

irregular, repayment=withholding” more than triples the probability of the occurrence of “C”. 

Therefore, r1 is a very interesting rule, which explains why it has a high value of Irule. In 

contrast, r5 in Table 6.8 has an Irule of 0.86 (shown as Ir), which indicates that it is not 
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interesting as a single rule. Although r5 has a high lift of 2.02, its LiftU and LiftV are 

respectively less than “Lift of U → C” and “Lift of V → C”, which suggests that the 

contribution of U and V to the occurrence of C becomes less when they are combined 

together. That is, for r5, U  V → C is actually less interesting or useful than U → C and V 

→ C. Nevertheless, it does not necessarily mean that r5 is not interesting as a part of a rule 

cluster, since Irule measures the interestingness of a single rule, not that of a rule cluster. 

Table 6-8 Selected Combined Rule Clusters 

 

Some selected rule clusters are shown in Table 6.8. The clusters are ordered descendingly by 

Icluster (shown as Ic). Within each cluster, the rules are ordered first ascending by class and 

then descending by LiftV (shown as LV). For customers with “marrital:single, gender:F, 

benefit:N” (see R2), “Arrangement= irregular or withholding, Repayment=cash or post 

office” is associated with class A (see r9 and r10), while “Arrangement=cash, 

Repayment=agent recovery” is associated with class C (see r14). Here, Class A is preferable 

than Class B, and Class B is preferable than Class C. Therefore, for a single female customer 

with a new debt, if her benefit type is N, she may be encouraged to repay under 

“Arrangement=irregular or withholding, Repayment=cash or post office”, and be persuaded 

not to repay under “Arrangement=cash, Repayment=agent recovery”. In such a way, her debt 

will probably be repaid more quickly. For the above customer group of single female on 

benefit N, the priority of arrangement-repayment methods is given by the rules from r9 to r14. 
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Such kind of knowledge is actionable in that it can help to improve policy or design 

campaigns to recover debts as soon as possible. 
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7 Rare Class Association Rule Mining with Multiple 

Imbalanced Attributes 

Problems associated with data imbalance or imbalance data sets are often encountered in data 

mining – particularly in application-oriented data mining tasks – and applying conventional 

data mining algorithms to solve these problems is sometimes not all that successful. 

For example, in classification rule mining, when a prediction model is trained on an 

imbalanced data set it may show a strong bias toward the majority class. However, this result 

is the opposite of what would be expected if the data set was balanced. This problem is called 

Class Imbalance (Japkowicz 2000) and in recent years it is an area of data mining that has 

attracted increased attention (Akbani 2004; Zhou 2006; Cao 2008).  

The procedure employed to develop a novel algorithm to mine class association rules on 

datasets with multiple imbalanced attributes includes four steps:  

1. Association rules without imbalanced attributes are mined using standard Apriori 

algorithm (Agrawal, 1994).  

2. With respect to one of the imbalanced attributes, the dataset is filtered so that the 

dominated part is removed.  

3. Association rule mining is applied to the filtered dataset, based on new defined 

measurements.  

4. The parameters of rules with imbalanced attributes are transformed so that the rules 

can be post-processed in a uniform space.  

7.1 Background 

The problem of data imbalance has attracted increasing interest (Liu 2006; Chawla 2002; Sun 

2006 & 2007; Japkowicz 2001) including some specific research related to data imbalance in 

class association rule mining (Gu et al. 2003; Arunasalam & Chawla 2006; Verhein & 

Chawla 2007). In particular, Arunasalam and Chawla (2006) presented an algorithm for 
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association rule mining in imbalanced data. Their paper studied the anti-monotonic property 

of the Complement Class Support (CCS) and applied it into the association rule mining 

procedure.  

Later, Verhein and Chawla (2007) proposed a novel technique, Class Correlation Ratio 

(CCR), as a measure to deal with data imbalance problems in class association rule mining. 

However, although their algorithm outperformed earlier algorithms on imbalanced datasets, it 

still focused on the data imbalance of target class to improve the performance of so-called 

associative classifiers (Liu, 1998).  

In 1999, Liu et al. proposed an algorithm to tackle rare itemset data problems –  MSApriori. 

Because of the similarities between rare itemset problems and data imbalance problems, 

MSAprior was used in the ensuing years to solve both. In the MSApriori algorithm, the 

authors refer to minimum item supports (MIS) which have to be assigned to every item by 

user. Similar to a later algorithm proposed by Yun (2003) this adds considerable time to a 

task and the performance of the algorithm depends heavily on the specified supports. 

7.1.1 Class Association Rules 

The algorithm proposed is designed to deal with multiple attribute imbalance problems when 

mining for class association rule on imbalanced dataset. Notations for class association rule 

mining are defined below.  

 Let T be a set of tuples wherein each tuple follows the schema (A1, A2, …, AN, AC). In this 

schema (A1, A2, …, AN) are N attributes while AC is a special attribute – the target class. 

Collectively, these attributes may be either categorical or continuous.  

For continuous attributes, the value range is discretized into intervals. For the convenience of 

description, an attribute-value pair is referred to as an item. Thus, in itemset AU , A is the 

itemset of any items with attributes (A1, A2, … , AN), c is an itemset of class attribute, and a 

class association rule can be represented as cU . 

Here, U may contain a single item or multiple items and so the class association rules is 

represented as cIX , where AX is the itemset of balanced attributes and AI is the 

itemset of the imbalanced attributes. 
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7.1.2 Data Imbalance in Association Rule Mining 

A characteristic of data imbalance problems is that they have many more instances of certain 

attribute values than others. In most applications, the minority parts of an attribute are more 

interesting than the majority parts. For example, let us say that in a demographic dataset 

native language speakers far outnumber the people who do not.  

However, while the rules consisting of ‘Language: Native’ make common sense, it is the 

customers who speak other languages that are more interesting to analysts. A further example 

could be a routine medical examinations dataset where there are many more disease cases 

than healthy cases. Obviously, the rules consisting of ‘Status: Disease’ are important, but why 

some people have not succumb to a disease and are ‘Status: Healthy’ is also important to 

analyze.   

Previously, in the majority of association rule mining algorithms, minimum support and 

minimum confidence are used to select interesting association rules from a large number of 

frequent patterns. In order to find rules that involve a minority part of an imbalanced 

attribute, minimum support has to be set very low – and this is likely to result in a large 

number of uninteresting rules. 

7.2 Novel Association Rule Mining Procedure 

Today, many algorithms deal with class imbalance problems, however the proposed 

algorithm does not consider the imbalance problem of the target class, focusing instead on the 

multiple imbalanced attributes on left-hand side of the class association rules. 

In the algorithm, association rule mining is done through two parallel parts – one involving 

no imbalanced attributes on which a standard Apriori algorithm is used to mine interesting 

rules; the other containing imbalanced attributes that are mined on sub-datasets to achieve 

high efficiency. My procedure is shown below:  
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Figure 7-1 Proposed Algorithm 

1. Standard association rule mining is applied to the balanced attributes. In the original 

dataset, the imbalanced attributes are excluded and all of the tuples are kept for 

association rule mining. 

2. The original dataset is filtered to determine the tuples containing minority parts 

imbalanced attributes – in this step, only a small portion of the dataset is retained. 

3. The association rules on the filtered dataset are mined using predefined minimum 

confidence and minimum conditional supports – for every imbalanced attribute, Step 

2 and Step 3 are repeated. 

4. Measurements are transformed into a uniform space and all mined rules are 

combined. The final class association rule list is selected based on a set of criteria. 

7.2.1 Interestingness Measures 

In standard association rule mining algorithms a number of measurements are used to select 

interesting rules. For example, the minimum support minsup, the minimum confidence 

minconf, the minimum lift minlift and so on. In order to mine rules consisting of imbalanced 

attributes, the definition of support is expanded – since the minority of an imbalanced 
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attribute normally occurs in a small portion of the tuples. That is, conditional support is 

defined to measure the interestingness of the rules with imbalanced attributes. If a class 

association rule is cIX m , Im is the minority part of one imbalanced attribute m, the 

conditional support of this rule is 

m

m
c IP

cIXP
Supp  

where X is an itemset of balanced attributes, Im is a 1-itemset of imbalanced attribute m, c is a 

class ID. 

Suppose the original dataset is represented as T. The subset Tm consists of the tuples 

containing the minority of imbalanced attribute m. If an association rule is cIX m , the 

confidence of this rule is, 

m

m

IXP
cIXP

Conf  

The expected confidence is 

cPConf E  

and the lift is 

cPIXP
cIXP

cP
IXP

cIXP

Conf
ConfLift

m

mm

m

E

 

When an association rule cIX m  is mined on the dataset Tm, the conditional support is 

m

mm
mc IP

cIXIP
cIXPpSup  

because Tm only has the tuples containing minority of the imbalanced itemset Im, 

cIXPcIXIP mmm  
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Hence, 

c
m

mm
mc Supp

IP
cIXIP

cIXPpSup  

Similarly, the confidence on the sub-dataset is 

Conf
IXP

cIXP

IP
IXIP

IP
cIXIP

IXP
cIXP

Conf
m

m

m

mm

m

mm

m

m  

Obviously, either on the original dataset T or filtered dataset Tm, the conditional support and 

confidence of the mined rule keep invariant. However, on filtered dataset Tm, the expected 

confidence is 

m

m
E IP

cIP
cPfCon  

So the lift on the filtered dataset Tm is 

lift
cIPIXP

IPcIXP
cP

IXP
cIXP

fCon
fContLif

mm

mmm

m

E

 

 

7.2.2 Transformation  

As the algorithm undertakes association rule mining in two parallel parts, we firstly transform 

these into a uniform space so that as few as possible measurements are defined by user. From 

the above analysis, the conditional support and confidence of the rules is same for either on 

original dataset or filtered dataset. Thus, in order to use uniform criteria to select the rules, 

the lift on the filtered dataset has to be transformed.  

In original dataset T, the expected confidence with respect to c is P(c). Based on the 

confidence for filtered dataset Tm, the lift obtained from filtered dataset is as follows 
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cP
fCon

Conf
fConL

E
new  

As the confidence, lift and the conditional support of all the rules have the same base, a 

uniform criterion is then applicable to select the final rules.  

7.3 Test Case 

The algorithm is tested to mine an association rule based on the demographic attributes, debt 

information and repayment arrangement for customers who owed a debt to the 

Commonwealth. The target class(es) is whether a customer was a ‘fast re-payer’, ‘moderate 

re-payer’, or ‘slow re-payer; the idea being that this information would assist Centrelink in 

putting in place suitable repayment arrangements.  

The combined pattern mining proposed by Zhao (2007) is used here, which is defined as  

ji cYX

cYX 11

, 

where cj is class ID and Yi is the itemset of actionable attributes.  

In this case study, Yi is an arrangement pattern of a customer. From the above equation we 

can see that each association rule in the combined pattern is a class association rule. Hence 

we can apply the proposed algorithm to mine the class association rule in the combined 

pattern. 

7.3.1 Datasets Involved 

Three datasets are used: customer demographic data, debt data and repayment data. The first 

dataset contained demographic circumstances of customers, such as customer ID, gender, 

age, marital status, number of children, income, location, language, prefer language and so 

on. The second data contained debt related information, such as the date of debt raised, the 

amount of debt, the outstanding balance of the debt, and the benefit type related to the debt. 

While the repayment dataset included the debt repayment amount, the debt re-repayment 

date, the type of the repayment and the type of debt recovery arrangement – which is an 
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agreement between a customer and Centrelink concerning the method, amount and frequency 

of repayments. The class IDs, which were defined by business experts, were included in the 

repayment dataset. 

The data used were debts raised in calendar year 2006 and after removing noises such as 

repayments with zero or negative amounts there were 479,288 customers in the demographic 

dataset and 2,627,348 repayments in repayment dataset. 

The attributes in the debt and repayment datasets were relatively balanced. However, in the 

demographic datasets, three attributes had imbalanced distributions –  ‘Remote’ (referring to 

place of residence in remote locations across Australia), ‘Lang’ (principal language spoken 

by the customer) and ‘Indig’ (whether a customer identifies as being Aboriginal or of 

Aboriginal decent). The distribution of these three attributes is shown in Fig. 7.2. 

7.3.2 Experimental Results 

In our experiment, customers are grouped based on Arrangement Patterns. Selected 

association rules on balanced attributes are shown in Table 7.1, while selected rules with 

imbalanced attributes are shown in Table 7.2 on the following page: 

Table 7-1 Selected Results with Balanced Attributes 

Arrangement Demographic Pattern Class ConfE(%) Conf(%) Supp(%) Lift Count 

C_A 

Marrital:SIN & 
Gender:F & 
Benefit:AAA 

Slow 
Payer 51 60 6.4 1.2 33 

CI_W Benefit:BBB 
Quick 
Payer 40.8 67 4.9 1.6 61 

W_W Weekly:0 & age:65y+ 
Quick 
Payer 72.4 88.7 8.9 1.2 110 

WV_WC Benefit:AAA 
Quick 
Payer 72.4 88.4 8.7 1.2 107 

V_V Weekly:0 & Gender:M 
Quick 
Payer 72.4 86 9 1.2 111 

CI_W 

Marrital:SIN & 
Gender:F & 
Benefit:BBB 

Moderate 
Payer 60.4 80.4 5.1 1.3 119 

WI_W 

Weekly:[$400, $600) & 
Marrital:SEP & 
age:26y-50y 

Moderate 
Payer 56.6 65.4 2.6 1.2 100 
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Figure 7-2 Distribution of the Imbalanced Attributes 
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Table 7-2 Selected Rules with Imbalanced Attributes Caption Style 

The lift of each of the rules is then transformed so that they could be measured using uniform 

selection criteria, and from the resultant pool mined the final association rules shown below: 

Table 7-3 Selected Results of the Combined Association Rules 

Arrangement  Demographic Pattern  Class 
C_A  Marrital:SEP & Gender:F & Benefit:AAA  Slow Payer 
V_V  Marrital:SEP & Gender:F & Benefit:AAA  Quick Payer 
W_A  Marrital:SEP & Gender:F & Benefit:AAA  Moderate Payer 
W_W  Marrital:SEP & Gender:F & Benefit:AAA  Slow Payer 
WI_CW  GENDER:F & Children:0 & Age:26y-50y  Moderate Payer 
CI_C  GENDER:F & Children:0 & Age:26y-50y  Quick Payer 
W_A  GENDER:F & Children:0 & Age:26y-50y  Slow Payer 
WV_V  GENDER:F & Children:0 & Age:26y-50y  Moderate Payer 
C_A  GENDER:F & Children:0 & Age:26y-50y  Slow Payer 
WI_CW  Weekly:[$400,  $600) & INDIG:D  Slow Payer 
C_A  Weekly:[$400,  $600) & INDIG:D  Quick Payer 
WV_V  Weekly:[$400,  $600) & INDIG:D  Quick Payer 
CI_CW  Weekly:[$400,  $600) & INDIG:D  Moderate Payer 
WI_C  LANG:ARA & GENDER:F  Slow Payer 
CI_C  LANG:ARA & GENDER:F  Moderate Payer 

WI_C 
 Weekly:[$200,  $400) & REMOTE:Y & 
GENDER:F  Quick Payer 

C_A 
 Weekly:[$200,  $400) & REMOTE:Y & 
GENDER:F  Slow Payer 

WV_V 
 Weekly:[$200,  $400) & REMOTE:Y & 
GENDER:F  Slow Payer 

WI_W 
 Weekly:[$200,  $400) & REMOTE:Y & 
GENDER:F  Moderate Payer 

Arrangement 
Demographic 
Pattern  Class  ConfE(%) Conf(%) Suppc(%) Lnew Count 

W_W 

Weekly:[$200  
$400) & INDIG:A 
&GENDER:F 

Moderate 
Payer 39 48.6 6.7 1.2 52 

C_A 
MARRITAL:SEP 
& INDIG:A 

Slow 
Payer 25.6 63.3 6.4 2.5 50 

CI_A 
Weekly:[$400 
$600) & INDIG:D 

Quick 
Payer 35.4 64.9 6.4 1.8 50 

WV_W 

MARRITAL:SEP 
& INDIG:D & 
Children:0 

Slow 
Payer 39 49.8 16.3 1.3 127 

V_V 

 Weekly:0 & 
MARITAL:MAR 
& LANG:ARA 

Moderate 
Payer 25.6 46.9 7.8 1.8 61 

WV_WV 
LANG:MAN & 
GENDER:F 

Quick 
Payer 25.6 49.7 11.4 1.9 89 

WI_CW 

Weekly:[$200  
$400) & 
REMOTE:Y & 
GENDER:F 

Quick 
Payer 39 45.7 18.8 1.2 147 
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7.4 Conclusions 

Unlike algorithms dealing with class imbalance, the proposed algorithm proposes an efficient 

way to mine class association rules on datasets with multiple imbalanced attributes. Also 

different from the algorithms dealing with rare item problem, the algorithm employs uniform 

selection criteria to discover final combined association rules.  
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8 Conclusions and Future Work  

8.1 Conclusions 

With the occurrence of the global financial crisis, more and more governments have realized 

the necessity of enhancing social security services objectives and quality. Data mining and 

machine learning can play a critical role, as we have demonstrated in mining Australian 

social security data for debt prevention, recovery, customer analysis, etc., during the past few 

years. However, as the literature review shows, mining social security (and public sector) 

data are still an open field for business applications in data mining and machine learning. 

Very few references have been publicized. In this work, for the first time in the community, 

we present a picture of studies on social security issues and summarize the key concepts, 

goals, tasks, and challenges of SSDM, based on our experience and knowledge accumulated 

through conducting data mining in Australian social security data. 

We have also highlighted several case studies of mining social security data, including 

modelling the impact of activity/activity sequences, mining impact-targeted activity patterns, 

mining positive and negative sequential patterns, conducting impact-targeted sequence 

classification, and mining combined association rules. We have discussed how the identified 

patterns are converted into knowledge that can support business people in a more user-

friendly way to take decision-making actions.  

8.2 Future Works 

8.2.1 Data Mining Applications in Social Security 

Firstly, given the likelihood that hundreds or possibly thousands of rules are identified after 

pruning redundant patterns, how can we efficiently select interesting patterns from them? 

Secondly, how can domain knowledge be effectively incorporated in data mining procedure 

to reduce the search space and running time of data mining algorithms? Thirdly, given that 

the business data is complicated and a single debt activity may be linked to several 

customers, how can existing approaches for sequence mining be improved to take into 

consideration the linkage and interaction between activity sequences? 
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And lastly and perhaps most importantly, how can these discovered rules be used to build an 

efficient debt prevention system to effectively detect debt in advance and give appropriate 

suggestions to reduce or prevent debt? The above will be part of our future work. 

8.2.2 Sequential Rules Mining and Sequence Classification 

In mining negative sequential rules, it can only deal with a single event on the right side. 

Sometimes it may be interesting to find more generalized negative sequential rules, which 

will be included in our future work. Moreover, negative sequential rules with time constraints 

will also be a part of our future research. 

In our current adaptive framework of sequence classification, it refines the classifier round by 

round, and in each round the adaptation is based on the classifier generated in the last round. 

Though it tracks the evolvement of sequential patterns, the latest pattern variation is given the 

same consideration as previous ones. In our future work, we will study how to apply tilted 

weight to the historical data, which may involve including later sequence pattern 

characteristics into the classification model. 

8.2.3 Development of Further Models 

In addition to RA, AGE and NSA mining activities of the research section to date include 

developing predictive models for: 

 All earned income reviews; 

o PAYG (pay as you go reviews) 

o TDF (tax file declaration reviews) 

o DMP (data matching reviews) 

o DEEWR (all Department of Education, Employment and Work Place Relations 

reviews); 

 Carer Allowance; 

 Carer Payment; and 

 Disability Support payment (DSP) reviews 
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In total, this work provides a risk-rating for over two thirds of Centrelink’s 6.5 million 

customer base, enabling staff to implement prevention measures for those customers at risk of 

being on an incorrect payment.  

8.2.4 A Straightforward Approach to Ongoing Research and Development 

As a newly established team we are committed to ensuring that our ongoing research remains 

methodologically rigorous and focused on supporting the Government of the day in its 

challenge to deliver a difficult Service Delivery Reform agenda.  

The essential need is to bridge the critical gap between ‘knowledge discovered’ and 

‘knowledge applied’ through adhering to a knowledge transfer process based on social 

interaction remains at the forefront of our planning - because few would disagree that 

information and knowledge are most valuable when they are put to use. 

The challenge for us is to integrate the resources and knowledge held within Centrelink; 

while the key to forging the link between knowledge and practice lies in keeping our 

colleagues informed from beginning to end, providing opportunities for them to evaluate and 

discuss the information we send to them, and finally, assist them in the process of applying 

new knowledge into to their workplace practices.  

“If to do were as easy as to know what is good to do, then chapels would be churches 

and poor men’s cottages palaces.” 

Shakespeare  
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